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Abstract
Cyber argumentation platforms implement theoretical argumentation structures that
promote higher quality argumentation and allow for informative analysis of the discussions. Dr.
Liu’s research group has designed and implemented a unique platform called the Intelligent Cyber
Argumentation System (ICAS). ICAS structures its discussions into a weighted cyber
argumentation graph, which describes the relationships between the different users, their posts in
a discussion, the discussion topic, and the various subtopics in a discussion. This platform is unique
as it encodes online discussions into weighted cyber argumentation graphs based on the user’s
stances toward one another’s arguments and ideas. The resulting weighted cyber argumentation
graphs can then be used by various analytical models to measure aspects of the discussion. In prior
work, many aspects of cyber argumentation have been modeled and analyzed using these stance
relationships.
However, many challenging problems remain in cyber argumentation. In this dissertation,
I address three of these problems: 1) modeling and measure argumentation polarization in cyber
argumentation discussions, 2) encouraging diverse social networks and preventing echo chambers
by injecting ideological diversity into social connection recommendations, and 3) developing a
predictive model to predict the stance polarity and intensity relationships between posts in online
discussions, allowing discussions from outside of the ICAS platform to be encoded as weighted
cyber argumentation graphs and be analyzed by the cyber argumentation models. In this
dissertation, I present models to measure polarization in online argumentation discussions, prevent
polarizing echo-chambers and diversifying users’ social networks ideologically, and allow online
discussions from outside of the ICAS environment to be analyzed using the previous models from
this dissertation and the prior work from various researchers on the ICAS system.

This work serves to progress the field of cyber argumentation by introducing a new
analytical model for measuring argumentation polarization and developing a novel method of
encouraging ideological diversity into social connection recommendations. The argumentation
polarization model is the first of its kind to look specifically at the polarization among the users
contained within a single discussion in cyber argumentation. Likewise, the diversity enhanced
social connection recommendation re-ranking method is also the first of its kind to introduce
ideological diversity into social connections. The former model will allow stakeholders and
moderators to monitor and respond to argumentation polarization detected in online discussions in
cyber argumentation. The latter method will help prevent network-level social polarization by
encouraging social connections among users who differ in terms of ideological beliefs. This work
also serves as an initial step to expanding cyber argumentation research into the broader online
deliberation field. The stance polarity and intensity prediction model presented in this dissertation
is the first step in allowing discussions from various online platforms to be encoded into weighted
cyber argumentation graphs by predicting the stance weights between users’ posts. These resulting
predicted weighted cyber augmentation graphs could then be used to apply cyber argumentation
models and methods to these online discussions from popular online discussion platforms, such as
Twitter and Reddit, opening many new possibilities for cyber argumentation research in the future.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Research in cyber argumentation aims to develop online discussion platforms that are
designed to facilitate and analyze online discussion and debate better than more conventional
platforms by providing formal argumentation structures to their systems. Cyber argumentation
platforms are designed to promote effective deliberation. Many platforms have focused on
improving discussion and debate quality by providing discussion visualization or teaching
productive deliberation behaviors to their users [see [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] for examples], while other system
focus on measure the productive outcomes of discussions using built-in analytics [6,7,8].
Dr. Liu’s research group has been researching and developing a crowdsourcing, large-scale
cyber argumentation platform for over a decade. The current iteration of the system is called the
Intelligent Cyber Argumentation System (ICAS). The goal of ICAS is to effectively facilitate highquality massive online discussions and provide built-in analytical models for assessing the
outcomes of the discussions. ICAS implements an argumentation framework to structure online
discussions to capture decision rational effectively [9, 10, 11, 12], provide decision making support
[13, 14, 15, 16], and analysis of the discussion and individual contribution [17]. In ICAS, users
discuss topics (called issues) and subtopics (called positions) by posting arguments where they
defend or attack the positions or other arguments. The key innovation of ICAS is that the platform
allows users to explicitly express partial agreement or disagreement with other participant’s
arguments or ideas [8, 9]. ICAS allows its users to explicitly express both the polarity (Supporting,
Opposing, or Neutral) and intensity of their opinion or stance toward an argument, idea, or opinion.
This expression of partial agreement/disagreement is encoded as a floating-point number between
-1.0 and +1.0, which we call an “agreement value,” where the sign indicates the stance polarity
(negative is opposing, positive is supporting, and 0 is neutral) and the magnitude indicates the
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intensity of the stance. With this stance information, ICAS structures each discussion in a weighted
cyber argumentation graph, which encodes the relationships between users, issues, positions, and
arguments with the stance information. These weighted cyber argumentation graphs allow ICAS
to perform uniquely specific opinion analysis on the discourse data. Prior work with the platform
has developed a fuzzy logic reduction engine that can approximate each user’s opinion toward
each position they discussed based on the stance information associated with each argument they
have posted [8, 14]. These approximated opinions serve as input to several downstream analytical
user opinion models. Prior research by Dr. Liu’s research group has demonstrated that the partial
stance information and the weighted cyber argumentation graphs in ICAS can be used to analyze
collective opinion [8], the credibility of arguments [18], detect conflicting opinions [16], identify
outlier opinions [19], opinion factions [20], and predict user opinion on discussions which they
have yet to participate [21].
However, even with all these previously mentioned analytical models and methods, many
challenging problems remain in cyber argumentation. In this dissertation, I address three of these
problems: 1) modeling and measuring argumentation polarization in cyber argumentation
discussions, 2) preventing online echo chambers and increasing ideological diversity among users’
social networks by injecting ideological diversity into social connection recommendations, and 3)
developing a predictive model to predict the stance polarity and intensity relationships between
two posts in an online discussion with a reply-to relationship. These predicted relationships will
allow discussions from outside the ICAS platform to be encoded as weighted cyber argumentation
graphs and enable them to be analyzed by the cyber argumentation models. The framework for
this dissertation is presented in Figure 1-1. Discussions in ICAS are encoded as weighted
argumentation graphs. These argumentation graphs are then fed as input into the fuzzy logic engine
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[8, 14], which derives each user’s opinion on each of the discussed positions into user opinion
vectors. These user opinion vectors serve as input into this dissertation’s first research output, the
argumentation polarization model.

Figure 1-1 Disseration Framework
. The framework for the proposed dissertation.

The argumentation polarization model measures how polarized users in each discussion

are in terms of their stance toward the discussion topic. According to argumentation theory, online
discussions ought to moderate ideological polarization [22, 23]. However, polarization may
instead increase as a result of discussions, depending on the deliberation quality of the discussion
3

[24, 25, 26, 27]. Thus, there is a need to monitor the level of polarization present in a discussion
at a given time. Prior work for measuring polarization in a cyber argumentation context used fuzzy
clustering to group users based on their opinions across multiple different discussions and
measured the distances between the clusters [28, 29]. However, this method does not quantify the
level of polarization, nor can it be used to measure the development of argumentation polarization
over time. Thus, there is a need for an argumentation polarization model that can quantify the level
of polarization present in an online discussion at any given time in the discussion. Such a model
would allow stakeholders and moderators to track the development and evolution of argumentation
polarization in a cyber argumentation discussion. In the first task of this dissertation, I present an
argumentation polarization model that measures the total amount of polarization present in a
discussion in cyber argumentation using the weighted cyber argumentation graph encoding of a
discussion.
In addition to argumentation polarization present in online discussions, there is also interest
in reducing polarization caused by social networks by discouraging the formation of online echo
chambers. In many social networking environments, users self-sort into ideological clusters that
typically leads to isolation from diverse viewpoints [30] and leads to extreme opinions [31]. Recent
updates to ICAS have included social networking features, which should encourage participation
in the system, but also invite the possibility of echo chambers forming in the social network. To
prevent these online echo chambers, I introduce a novel diversity enhanced social connection
recommendation re-ranking system to promote ideological diversity into social connection
recommendations. This diversity enhancing system re-ranks the output recommendations from a
native social-connection recommendation system to prioritize users with differing opinions from
the subject user. The system uses the user opinion vectors derived from the weighted
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argumentation graphs output by discussions in ICAS (or predicted using the stance polarity and
intensity prediction model) to determine the difference in opinion to re-rank the recommendations.
Thus, the resulting re-ranked recommendations encourage users to make social connections whose
opinions differ with the user’s opinions, which will result in a more diverse local social network.
The previously described models, both those described in prior work and this dissertation,
serve to analyze online discussions for various cyber argumentation phenomena. However, for
many of these models to operate, they must have discussion data encoded as weighted cyber
argumentation graphs, which is currently only implemented in the ICAS platform. There is interest
in applying cyber argumentation models to online discussions outside of individual cyber
argumentation platforms, such as popular social media and networking platforms such as Twitter
and Reddit. However, without the necessary data to encode their discussions into cyber
argumentation graphs, applying cyber argumentation models is not possible. Klein et al. (2017)
[32] proposed a method for encoding online discussion in Reddit by hand into weighted social
network graphs that are similar in design to ICAS’s weighted cyber argumentation graph. However,
they used an arbitrary weighting scheme to weight their network connections based on the users’
argumentation behavior, and they had to manually annotate the weighted connections, which does
not scale to larger datasets. In this task, I propose a stance polarity and intensity prediction model
to predict the stance relationship between two posts with reply-to relationships based on their
textual information. This model can predict the stance relationships between online posts, and the
predicted values can be used to weight the connections between the arguments to encode the
discussions as weighted argumentation graphs. Thus, this model will allow online deliberation data
outside of the ICAS platform to be encoded as weighted argumentation graphs, which can then be
further processed for argumentation polarization or other analysis.
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Each of the three presented models in this dissertation, the argumentation polarization
model, the diversity enhanced social connection recommendation re-ranking system, and the
stance polarity and intensity prediction model, were all developed and evaluating used empirical
data collected using the ICAS system. Over three years, our research group has gathered empirical
data from three different empirical studies and have generated a combined dataset of over 22,000
arguments from over 900 participants. This dataset, described in Chapter 2, serves as the testing
and training data for the models presented in this dissertation.
In this chapter, I have presented the introduction of the research dissertation. Section 1.1
provides background information by describing the current ICAS system, which is used for data
collection in our empirical studies and serves as the focal point of this research dissertation.
Chapter 2 describes the three large scale empirical studies conducted from Fall 2017 to Spring
2019 that is used to train and validate the models presented in this dissertation. These studies
collected the data that serves as the basis for all the research presented in this dissertation.
Beginning in Chapter 3, I present my novel contributions in this dissertation. These works have
been published or are being reviewed for publication in peer-reviewed conferences or journals.
Chapter 3 presents our work in developing a model for analyzing the argumentation polarization
in large scale online deliberation; that work was accepted for publication in IEEE Transactions on
Computational Social Systems, and is an extension of a conference paper published in the 2018
IEEE International Conference on Cognitive Computing (ICCC). Chapter 4 presents our work in
developing a social recommendation re-ranking method for encouraging opinion diversity among
social recommendations in social network-enabled online deliberation platforms, that work was
published in 2019 IEEE International Conference on Cognitive Computing (ICCC). Chapters 5
and 6 presents my work in developing a stance polarity and intensity prediction model that can
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predict the agreement value associated with a post from its text. Chapter 5 presents our work of
introducing the stance polarity and intensity prediction problem and adapting prior state-of-the-art
stance detection models for our introduced problem. This work was published in the 2020 annual
conference of the Association for Computational Linguistics. Chapter 6 presents our work finetuning the BERT [33] language understanding model for stance polarity and intensity prediction
and has been submitted for review to IEEE Transaction on Computational Social Systems.
The contributions expected from this research are as follows:
•

The development of a novel argumentation polarization model for discussions in
cyber argumentation. This model is the first designed specifically for
argumentation polarization and reflects both intragroup cohesion and intergroup
heterogeneity.

•

The development of an opinion diversity enhanced social connection re-ranking
method to promote opinion diversity in social recommendations on social
networking enabled platforms.

•

The development of a stance polarity and intensity prediction model to predict the
agreement values associated with unlabeled text posts in online discussions outside
of the ICAS environment. This model will enable the utilization of the technologies
associated with ICAS’s agreement values outside of the ICAS platform.

•

Application of the stance polarity and intensity prediction model to encode online
discussion data from outside the ICAS platform into a weighted cyber
argumentation graph. The resulting graph will be used for applying the
argumentation polarization model for polarization analysis.
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1.1 Background
This section will provide background information relating to the ICAS platform, that
have been developed in prior work.
1.1.1 ICAS Platform
The Intelligent Cyber Argumentation System (ICAS), is the core platform on which the
research in this dissertation centers. ICAS is designed to facilitate large scale argumentation
among many users. The platform is an updated version of the argumentation system first
developed by Dr. Liu’s research team over many interactions [8-20]. The current version, ICAS,
has a modern user interface along with many additional features, including social networking
capabilities.
ICAS, like many cyber argumentation systems, seeks to improve online discourse
compared to popular online and social media and networking platforms where the bulk of public
discourse is currently located. However, unlike other cyber argumentation systems, ICAS seeks to
encourage participation using social networking capabilities. The key features of ICAS are as
follows:
•

Our platform is highly structured in a way that organizes discussions by issue and
idea, instead of by time or social connection. This structure prevents discussions
from becoming fragmented, as all related content is grouped in the same place.

•

Our platform allows users to express partial agreement/disagreement toward
other’s arguments and ideas. Unlike other platforms, which usually only allow full
approval (likes in Facebook, upvotes in Reddit, etc.) or disapproval (dislike in
YouTube, downvote in Reddit, etc.), our platform allows users to express their
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opinion in a more nuanced way. Allowing partial agreement/disagreement gives a
more accurate picture of each user’s true feelings in a discussion and assists in
evaluating a user’s contribution in a discussion.
•

Our platform has an artificial intelligence-based backend that contains reasoning
and analytic models to analyze large-scale discourse. These models can offer users
a perspective on what is occurring in these discussions.

•

Our platform contains many social networking features that encourage user
participation.

1.1.2 ICAS Design
ICAS is designed as an issue centered deliberation platform, meaning that all discussions
in ICAS relate to a specific issue. ICAS employs the IBIS framework [33] for structuring its
discussions. In ICAS, deliberation is structured in discussion trees. At the root of a discussion tree
is the topic issue. Directly under the root issue, there are one or many positions. A position is a
solution, stance, or idea that addresses or resolves the parent issue. Under each position is a
discussion subtree, where all of the discussion and debate takes place. In ICAS, users argue for or
against positions that address the root issue by posting arguments in the system. An argument can
be posted under its parent position or another argument.
In the system, arguments have two components: the argument text and a level of agreement. The
argument text is a description of the user’s argument and rational. The level of agreement is an
author selected label, which indicates the user’s opinion stance toward the position or argument
they are addressing. ICAS, unlike other deliberation platforms, allows users to express partial
agreement or disagreement with other ideas using the agreement values in their arguments. The
level of agreement selected by the user for their argument is a continuous value from the range 9

1.0 to +1.0, where the sign of the value (positive or negative) indicates the author’s stance
(agreeing or disagreeing) with the parent post and the magnitude of the value (0 to 1.0) indicates
the intensity of the stance. For example, a value of +1.0 would represent complete agreement,
while an agreement value of +0.4 would represent only moderate agreement. The user selects the
agreement value using a sliding bar interface, where they select a value at 0.2 intervals that
correspond to different semantic descriptions, such as “Completely Agree”, “Strongly Agree”,
“Moderately Agree”, etc. These agreement values provide explicit argumentation relationships
between arguments that are visible to the reader in the system. Figure 1-2 shows an example
structure of the ICAS discussion structure, and a screenshot of the actual ICAS user interface is
shown in Figure 1-3.

Figure 1-2 Example of the discussion structure in ICAS.
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Figure 1-3 A screen shot of the ICAS system. An Issue (top), Position (middle) and Argument
(bottom) are all displayed in a cascading format.

1.1.3 Fuzzy Logic Reduction Engine
This section briefly outlines the fuzzy logic reduction engine integrated into ICAS. The
fuzzy logic engine was developed by other researchers in Dr. Liu’s research group [8-16]. The
fuzzy logic reduction engine approximates the overall opinion of each argument toward their
parent position by reducing their associated agreement values from representing the relationship
with their parent node to representing the argument’s relationships with the root position. Using
these reduced agreement values, the overall opinion expressed in the discussion of the position can
be evaluated, along with the opinions of each participant toward the position. These reduced values
serve as the core data processing step for many analytical models built around ICAS, including the
two models described in this dissertation.
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The argument reduction method uses fuzzy logic and 25 inference rules to reduce an
argument’s agreement value from any level of the argument tree to relate to the parent position.
The reduction process works as follows:
•

Given an argument A, with parent argument B, and grand-parent C, where VA and
VB are the agreement values of A and B respectively, the method will update the
value of VA to V’A reflect the relationship between A and C, instead of A and B.
First, the inference rules identify the logical relationships between A and C. The
relationship describes how A addresses C in the argumentation. For example, if A
attacks B, and B attacks C, then A indirectly supports C. While these relationships
are not always certain, they offer a useful heuristic for determining the relationship
between A and C.

•

Based on the relationships identified between A and C, VA’s sign (agree or
disagree) is updated. Then the value of VA is updated to reflect the partial
agreement relationship between B and C using trapezoidal fuzzy logic rules
between VA and VB. After the value of VA is updated to VA’, we assign this value
to argumentation relationships between A and C, effectively reducing A down the
tree one level.

•

Steps 1 and 2 are repeated until A is reduced to relate to the parent position. The
final value of VA is used as A’s relationship toward the position.

Figure 3-1 shows an example of an argument reduction in the system. For a more in-depth
explanation of the fuzzy logic argument reduction method, please refer to [8, 10, 11, 12, 13]. While
the fuzzy logic reduction system offers an estimation of an argument's agreement towards the root
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position, several case studies have shown that this method achieves reasonable accuracy [10, 11,
15].
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Chapter 2: Empirical Study Datasets
Our research group has used ICAS to conduct three separate empirical studies in Fall 2017,
Spring 2018, and Spring 2019, which makes up the core data used in the existing work and for the
proposed research tasks. This data was collected by Dr. Frank Liu, Dr. Douglas Adams, Md
Mahfuzer Rahman, Najla Althuniyan, Zheng Hu, and myself in a joint research effort. These
studies were approved by the IRB (protocol #1710077940). In each study, undergraduate students
in an entry-level sociology class were offered extra credit to participate in discussions related to
their course work using the ICAS platform. Each student was asked to discuss the four following
Issues:
•

Healthcare: Should individuals be required by the government to have health
insurance?

•

Same Sex Adoption: Should same sex married couples be allowed to adopt
children?

•

Guns on Campus: Should students with a concealed carry permit be allowed to
carry guns on campus?

•

Religion and Medicine: Should parents who believe in healing through prayer be
allowed to deny medical treatment for their child?

The issues were selected based on their controversial nature and their relatedness with the
topics covered in the coursework. Under each issue, were four pre-defined positions, constructed
such that each issue had one strong conservative position, one moderately conservative position,
one moderately liberal position, and one strong liberal position. They are listed below:
•

Healthcare: Should individuals be required by the government to have health insurance?
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o H1: No, the government should not require health insurance.
o H2: No, but the government should provide help paying for health insurance.
o H3: Yes, the government should require health insurance and help pay for it, but
uninsured individuals will have to pay a fine.
o H4: Yes, the government should require health insurance and guarantee health
coverage for everyone.
•

Same Sex Adoption: Should same sex married couples be allowed to adopt children?
o S1: No, same sex couples should not be allowed to legally adopt children.
o S2: No, but adoption should be allowed for blood relatives of the couple, such as
nieces/nephews.
o S3: Yes, but same sex couples should have special vetting to ensure that they can
provide as much as a heterosexual couple.
o S4: Yes, same sex couples should be treated the same as heterosexual couples and
be allowed to adopt via the standard process.

•

Guns on Campus: Should students with a concealed carry permit be allowed to carry guns
on campus?
o G1: No, college campuses should not allow students to carry firearms under any
circumstances.
o G2: No, but those who receive special permission from the university should be
allowed to concealed carry.
o G3: Yes, but students should have to undergo additional training.
o G4: Yes, and there should be no additional test. A concealed carry permit is enough
to carry on campus.
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•

Religion and Medicine: Should parents who believe in healing through prayer be allowed
to deny medical treatment for their child?
o R1: Yes, religious freedom should be respected.
o R2: Yes, but only in cases where the child’s life is not in immediate danger.
o R3: No, but may deny preventative treatments like vaccines.
o R4: No, the child’s medical safety should come first.
These positions were used in each study (except for Fall 2017, which had the following

position:
“Yes, the government should require health insurance and should punish anyone who does
not have it.”
instead of positions G2 and G3). In the study, each student was given extra credit for posting 10
arguments for each issue. So, a student who completed their tasks posed forty arguments total, ten
under each issue. Each study took place in the last month of the semester. Table 2.1 has a
breakdown of the total participation for each empirical study.
Table 2.1: Date and Participation information for each empirical study.

Study
Fall 2017

Start Date

End Date

Total

Total Number

Total Number of

Days

of participants

Arguments posted

11/20/2017 12/13/2017

23

318

5722

Spring 2018

4/10/2018

5/5/2018

27

335

10,573

Spring 2019

4/2/2019

5/3/2019

31

251

6384

Spring 2020

3/30/2020

4/30/2020

31

129

1476
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Chapter 3: Quantitative Modeling of Polarization in Online Intelligent Argumentation and
Deliberation for Capturing Collective Intelligence
3.1 Abstract
Cyber argumentation platforms offer specially designed environments for users to discuss
and debate their stances and viewpoints on important issues. However, argumentation polarization
often occurs in discussions and debates on these cyber argumentation platforms. Several
researchers investigated argumentation polarization qualitatively in the past, but none have
developed a quantitative model for measuring the degree of argumentation polarization. We
addressed this important and challenging issue by developing an innovative argumentation
polarization model to measure argumentation polarization by incorporating four important
attributes of argumentation polarization: 1). The total number of argumentation poles, 2) The
population size of the argumentation poles, 3) similarity within argumentation poles, and 4) the
dissimilarity between argumentation poles. Its baseline model was derived from an economic
polarization model proposed by Esteban and Ray, which measures polarization using three
features: 1) Homogeneity within each group, 2) Heterogeneity across groups, and 3) a small
number of significant groups. We adapted their model by incorporating population sizes for poles,
normalizing for population size, and normalizing for parameter selection, to fit our formulation of
argumentation polarization. This model was evaluated using an empirical study conducted using
our cyber argumentation platform, the Intelligent Cyber Argumentation System (ICAS). This
model was evaluated with two other distribution-based opinion polarization models that were
applied in online discussion contexts, both analytically and empirically, since there are no existing
argumentation polarization models. The analytical and empirical evaluations indicate that our
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model performs more effectively in terms of the definition of argumentation polarization and the
four attributes.
3.2 Introduction
Cyber argumentation platforms are specialized online discussion and debate platforms that
encourage productive deliberation through the platform’s design and provide analysis on the
deliberation process and outcomes [1]–[7]. These platforms are alternatives to popular online
platforms, such as social media and networking platforms, which serve as the de facto public
forums for online deliberation and debate on important topics [8]. Those platforms, while popular,
often result in undesirable deliberation outcomes, such as echo chambers [9]–[13], where only
like-minded users discuss ideas with one another which isolates them from diverse opinions,
viewpoints, and ideas, often leading to extreme opinions [11], animosity toward out-group
members [14], and a more polarized environment [12]. Likewise, discussions in online social
media and networking platforms also tend to have very low deliberation quality [15]–[19].
Thus, many researchers in online deliberation and cyber argumentation have investigated
various argumentation structures and features to promote higher quality online deliberation [19]–
[21]. Many research groups have proposed specialized cyber argumentation platforms that use a
variety of approaches to promote more productive deliberation and provide analysis on the
deliberation process and outcomes [1]–[7]. However, providing structure and features alone is not
enough to ensure a productive discourse environment. One major factor that can detrimentally
affect online discussions and debate is polarization.
Polarization has been shown to have many detrimental effects on discussion in both offline
[22] and online [13], [23] settings. In online settings, polarization has shown to lower the quality
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of the crowd-wisdom from discussions [13], increased tension between ideological groups [14],
contributed to decreased civility in public discourse [24], and polarize attitudes at the individual
level [25]. Much attention has been paid to opinion polarization in online settings, such as social
media [9], [23], [26]–[30], among political blogs [31], [32], and in comment sections [15].
However, polarization in online argumentation has not received much research attention.
Polarization in discussions in cyber argumentation, which we refer to as argumentation
polarization, differs in some key ways from opinion polarization in other contexts, such as in social
media and network platforms. We define argumentation polarization as the degree to which the
discussion participants in cyber argumentation form distinct, internally consistent argumentation
poles or groups of significant size that conflict to some degree with one another based on the
degree of their agreement or disagreement with the discussion topic. Discussions in cyber
argumentation are typically centralized, meaning all of the posts in a discussion are located in the
same place and are available to all participants. This centralization of the discussions means that
participants are exposed to a wide variety of viewpoints and opinions from their peers and are
encouraged to engage with them. In cyber argumentation, the participants must defend their
stances and attack opposing users’ stances by making arguments. Thus, opinions formed through
argumentation are more informed through consideration of alternative views, ideas, and
experiences [33]–[37], compared to unjustified opinions collected through polling or surveying,
which do not reflect these considerations [38]. Furthermore, because discussions in cyber
argumentation are centralized, users cannot easily isolate their views within an echo chamber, as
often happens in social media and networking platforms. Social media and networking platforms
focus on user interaction through social connections, while cyber argumentation focuses on
interaction through discussion and debate in a shared space. Thus, the network approaches taken
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to model polarization in social media, which rely on social connections as the main mechanism for
opinion influence [23], [39], [40], do not apply to argumentation polarization, where social
connections are de-emphasized.
Developing a polarization model specifically for argumentation polarization is important
because the opinion data produced for cyber argumentation has specific qualities that need to be
considered. Furthermore, because the opinions in cyber argumentation are justified through the
argumentation, the opinions reported through cyber argumentation are more specific and nuanced
than opinions collected without justification. As such, the polarization model ought to consider
even small differences in opinions between users as somewhat significant and adjust its
measurement of polarization accordingly. An argumentation polarization model must place more
emphasis on the differences between user opinion, even when those differences are small, when
measuring the polarization in cyber argumentation.
Some prior research has been done to investigate argumentation polarization. Avrapalley
et al. [41] proposed a method of assessing polarization in cyber argumentation for collaborative
decisions using Fuzzy c-means clustering. They clustered discussion participants based on their
opinions in several debates under a shared issue. They asserted that each cluster represented a
polarized group and each participant’s fuzzy membership with the clusters represented the extent
to which they as individuals are polarized. Klein et al. [42] proposed a method of assessing cyber
balkanization (which is related to polarization [28]) in Reddit forums by encoding the discussions
into signed interaction graphs and analyzing the different graph connections between the users.
However, these investigations only focus on the presence of argumentation polarization and do
not quantitatively model argumentation polarization to quantify the degree of argumentation
polarization.
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In this work, we address this important issue by developing an innovative argumentation
polarization model to measure the degree of argumentation polarization among the participants in
cyber argumentation. To develop this model, we identify four important attributes of
argumentation polarization that characterize its presence in cyber argumentation, based on the
distribution of the participants’ opinion stance (agreement or disagreement) toward the discussion
topic. Given the distribution of the participants’ opinion stances, our four identified attributes that
characterize argumentation polarization are: 1) The total number of argumentation poles, 2) the
population size of the argumentation poles, 3) the similarity within the argumentation poles, and
4) the dissimilarity between argumentation poles.
Given these four attributes, we develop a novel argumentation polarization model by
adapting a multi-modal economic polarization model proposed by Esteban and Ray [43]. Their
original model used three features to measure polarization among different income groups: 1)
homogeneity within each group, 2) heterogeneity across groups, and 3) a small number of
significant groups, which are similar to our attributes 1, 3, and 4. However, we still need to
incorporate attribute 2 into their model to make it suitable for argumentation polarization. Their
original model measures polarization as a result of conflict between any two individuals, regardless
of whether they are in a pole or not. Argumentation polarization, on the other hand, requires that
polarization may only occur as the result of conflicts between two significant groups/poles of users.
Thus, we adapted their model to consider the population sizes of each user group (attribute 2) by
introducing a minimum pole strength threshold requirement to the model. This threshold ensures
that only users in a sufficiently strong pole will produce polarization, and users who are not in a
pole will not produce polarization. Additionally, we also normalized the model by total discussion
population size to ensure that discussions containing more participants are not always more
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polarized than discussions containing fewer participants (as is the case in their original model) and
we normalize the index based on selected parameters in the model to ensure the polarization index
output by the model is between 0 and 1. These adaptations ensure that the resulting modified
argumentation polarization model (MAP) considers all four important attributes of argumentation
polarization and is normalized by the population size.
We evaluate our model on an empirical dataset of online discussions collected using our
cyber argumentation platform, the Intelligent Cyber Argumentation System (ICAS). ICAS is
equipped with a powerful fuzzy logic argument reduction system, which was used to approximate
each user’s overall agreement stance toward the discussion topic, based on their discussion posts.
The resulting distribution of user agreement (i.e. their opinion stance toward the discussion topic)
in a discussion was fed into the model as input to evaluate the degree of argumentation polarization
in the agreement distribution.
To our knowledge, we are the first to present a model of argumentation polarization, so we
are not able to directly compare our model to other existing argumentation polarization models.
Instead, we compare our model to two other distribution-based polarization models that have been
applied to online discussions, Flache and Macy’s model (FM) [44] and Morales et al.’s model
(MBLB) [27]. These models have been applied in contexts similar to cyber argumentation, and
demonstrate two popular approaches to modeling polarization: a variance-based approach and a
bi-modal based approach respectively. We compare these models to our model, both analytically
and on the empirical dataset, in terms of their ability to capture the four attributes of argumentation
polarization. Our analytical and empirical results indicate that our model performs more effectively
in terms of the definition of argumentation polarization and our four attributes.
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We further justify our model’s multi-modal approach to argumentation polarization by
examining the topic selection made by the participants in their arguments in the discussion. The
results of this analysis show that a bi-modal assumption does not sufficiently capture the important
differences between participants and a multi-modal approach is more effective.
This article makes the following contributions:
1) We present a novel model of argumentation polarization that measures the polarization
within an agreement distribution in cyber argumentation. We identify four key
attributes of polarization within the agreement distribution that must be considered
when modeling polarization, which our model captures.
2) We compare our model to two other polarization models used in online discussion and
online deliberation literature, both theoretically and on empirical data. Our results
indicate that the other models do not sufficiently capture our four attributes of
argumentation polarization, which results in some unorthodox polarization values in
the empirical data.
3) We justify our model’s multi-modal approach based on our analysis of frame and topic
selection in discussions from our empirical data
3.3 Related Work
In the broader polarization literature, there are typically three approaches to modeling and
measuring opinion polarization: 1) A survey-based approach, 2) A network-based approach, and
3) A distribution-based approach.
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The survey-based approach is the most common and uses the difference between user
responses on surveys to measure the total amount of polarization between groups [26], [45]– [50].
Polarization itself is measured by combining the survey responses using some relevant
measurement, spanning from simple measurements [45], [47], such as averages, variance, and
differences, correlation analysis between responses [46], regressions [26], [48], and prediction
models [29]. Survey approaches, however, have the weakness that the opinion expressed by the
users may not be well considered or well-informed [38].
The network-based approach models polarization as the degree to which a social network
is clustered into distinct, conflicting groups [23], [31], [32], [39], [40], [51]. This approach to
polarization is popular among those studying polarization in social media [23], [39], [40] or other
online content like blogs [31] and those modeling polarization using agent-based network
simulations [51]–[53]. Typically these models approach opinion formation as a result of social
interactions through network connections [23], [39], [40] and measure polarization as the degree
of group cohesion in the network [23], [31], [32], [54].
The distribution-based approaches models polarization as a function of a single or multiple
variable distributed across a population [27], [43], [44]. This approach conceptualizes polarization
as a division of a population into distinct, conflicting, internally-cohesive groups along some axis.
While some studies used basic metrics [55], such as the number of peaks in the distribution [56],
to measure polarization, often studies present their own unique models of measuring polarization
on a given distribution [27], [43], [44], depending on the type of polarization being modeled.
Of these approaches, only the distribution-based approach applies to argumentation
polarization. Survey-based approaches gather opinion information from surveys, which do not
require users to justify their opinions, as argumentation polarization does. Network-based
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approaches require the subjects to be arranged in a social network, where users formulate their
opinions based in part on their network connections. However, cyber argumentation does not
require users to form a social network and instead encourages opinion formulation through
deliberation. Thus, a distribution-based approach, using the user’s agreement or disagreement
toward the discussion topic as the distribution variable, is most applicable to argumentation
polarization.
Work by Bramson et al. breaks down distribution-based polarization measurements into
nine different, pairwise independent senses of polarization [57], [58]. These nine senses of
polarization, spread, dispersion, coverage, regionalization, community fragmentation, distinctness,
and group divergence, are designed to help examine polarization models to determine which senses
of polarization are and are not captured by the model. The authors note that different types and
contexts of polarization can focus on different subsets of their proposed senses. We discuss our
model’s coverage and the coverage of other relevant models of these nine senses in later sections.
3.4 Deriving Participant’s Level of Agreement with ICAS
Argumentation systems often contain cognitive computing components, which use AI
techniques to automatically derive information about the participants that are based on their
participation. Our argumentation tool, ICAS, uses a built-in fuzzy logic engine to derive each
participant’s agreement toward a position. The following section gives a brief outline of ICAS.
3.4.1 Fuzzy Logic Agreement Reduction
Since each argument and reaction has an agreement value, a user’s overall agreement on a
position can be determined by examining the agreement values of all the user’s arguments and
reactions under the position. However, we must first reconcile the arguments and reactions a user
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has made further down the argument tree. This issue is resolved by using the fuzzy logic engine
built into ICAS (refer to Chapter 1.1.3 for a description of the reduction process).

Figure 3-1 Example of a fuzzy logic reduction.
Once the fuzzy logic engine has reduced all arguments for a given position (as shown in
an example in Figure 3-1), we can determine each user’s agreement level towards that position by
averaging the sentiment of all their arguments and reactions together. Using the average ensures
that user agreement will always be bounded by -1 and +1. Thus, we get a distribution for user
agreement on a position at any point in time.
3.5 Argumentation Polarization Formulation
To model argumentation polarization as a function of the agreement distribution of the
users in a discussion, we must first identify the key attributes of the agreement distribution that
characterize polarization.
3.5.1 Polarized vs Non-Polarized Argumentation Distributions
The first consideration to make in investigating argumentation polarization is to identify
distributions that are at the extremes of polarization. The most polarized scenario for a distribution
is widely considered to occur when the entire population is split evenly among the most two most
extremes [27], [43], [44]. In this scenario, both poles have a maximum distance between one
another, collectively contain the entire population (no outliers), are entirely internally consistent,
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and have equal strength (in terms of population and similarity). This is the only scenario for
maximum polarization.
For a distribution that contains no polarization, there are two scenarios. The first scenario
is when only one pole forms in the distribution. If all the users in the distribution agree with one
another, there is only one pole, and there are no rival poles to cause polarizing tension. Likewise,
even if some individual users dissent from the pole, they are treated as outliers and have no impact
on the polarization, unless they coalesce into a like-minded pole with a substantial enough
population size to rival the original pole.
The second scenario is when all the users disagree with one another, to the extent to which
that is possible, resulting in the uniform distribution. If each user is uniformly distributed across
all agreement values, then there are no groups of similar users of significant size, and thus there
are no poles. Every section of the distribution has the same population and similarity as every other
section of the same size. Since no conflicting groups of significant size form in the uniform
distribution, according to our definition of argumentation polarization, no polarization can occur
in the distribution. Thus, a uniform distribution yields no polarization.
3.5.2 Attributes of Argumentation Polarization
From our examination of the maximally and minimally polarized distributions, we can
observe four main attributes of the distribution that determine the degree of argumentation
polarization. These attributes can be seen as the key determinants of polarization in the agreement
distribution in argumentation.
Attribute 1: The total number of argumentation poles. The biggest indicator of
argumentation polarization is the total number of poles in the distribution. As discussed in the
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previous subsection, if a distribution does not contain at least two poles, then no polarization can
exist. So, the distribution needs at least two argumentation poles for argumentation polarization to
occur.
However, in the maximal polarization distribution, there are only two poles. The addition
of more than two poles would lower the argumentation polarization because the population would
be split between all of them, which would weaken each individual pole. From this observation, we
can say that the population of an argumentation pole is an important factor in the pole’s overall
strength, which leads to attribute 2.
Attribute 2: The population size of the argumentation poles. The population size within an
argumentation pole is the main component of its strength. Poles with more users within them are
stronger than poles with fewer users. If more users are grouped into conflicting poles, more
polarization should occur. Likewise, the ratio between two poles’ population size is important
when determining the amount of conflict between them. If one pole has significantly more
population in it than the other, then the stronger pole overwhelms the weaker pole, resulting in
lower polarization. If the poles have a similar population size then they are more equal in strength
and thus produce more polarization. However, population size is not the only component of a
pole’s strength, which leads to attribute 3.
Attribute 3: The similarity within the argumentation poles. In addition to the population,
the strength of the agreement pole is also related to the agreement similarity of the users within it.
The more unified the users in the pole are, the stronger the pole. In our distribution with maximum
polarization, each pole was entirely internally consistent. If the poles were not entirely consistent
and had some internal variance, they would be weaker poles and the overall argumentation
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polarization would be lower. Thus, the internal distances between the users in the pole impact the
strength of the pole and the overall argumentation polarization.
Attribute 4: The dissimilarity between the agreement poles. The polarizing tension created
between argumentation poles is measured by their difference in agreement. The larger the
difference between two poles the more polarization is occurring as a result. In our distribution with
maximum polarization, the poles were at a maximum distance from one another. If they were to
move closer to each other, then the overall polarization would lower.
These four attributes characterize the presence and intensity of argumentation polarization
in the agreement distribution of a discussion in cyber argumentation. In general, polarization is
greater when there are fewer poles (but more than two) (attribute 1), when more of the population
is a member of a pole (attribute 2), when argumentation poles are internally similar (attribute 3),
and when distinct argumentation poles are externally dissimilar (attribute 4).
From Bramson et al’s examination of distribution-based polarization measurements, they
identify nine pair-wise independent senses that describe various aspects of polarization [57], [58].
These nine senses were designed to be broad enough to cover several types of polarization in a
variety of contexts, so all nine senses may not apply to every context. While our attributes were
developed independently from these senses (we were unaware of Bramson et al.’s work at the
time), they map neatly to four of the nine senses that are most indicative of argumentation
polarization: community fracturing, group divergence, group consensus, and size parity. The other
five senses do not directly reflect the absence or presence of argumentation polarization in the
context of cyber argumentation and so are not covered by attributes. For example, the spread of
the distribution may not be indicative of argumentation polarization if extreme views are held by
outlier users in the distribution (which was common in our empirical data). Thus our model does
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not explicitly cover these senses, though these senses are captured implicitly in the model due to
its formulation, which we outline in the next section.
3.5.3 Argumentation Polarization Model
The argumentation polarization model will take in a distribution of user agreement toward
a position as input and calculate the total amount of argumentation polarization according to our
four identified attributes. Our model is adapted from a distribution-based polarization model by
Esteban and Ray [43] for measuring economic polarization. Their model is designed using an
axiomatic approach based on three basic features they observed about economic polarization: 1)
homogeneity within each group, 2) heterogeneity across groups, and 3) a small number of
significantly sized groups. While designed for economic polarization, this model has been applied
to other domains to measure polarization within a distribution [59]–[62]. As we can see, their
features are very similar to our attributes 1, 3, and 4, which makes this model a good fit for
argumentation polarization. But, we still need to adapt the model to consider attribute 2 (population
sizes of poles). Additionally, we want to ensure that the polarization index produced from the
model is normalized by the population size so that discussions with more population do not always
result in increased polarization, so we also normalized the model by population size.
Their original extended model is shown in (1) and (2). The model takes in a distribution
(𝜋, 𝑦), which is a set of user-value pairs (𝜋𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ), where 𝜋𝑖 is the total number of users with value
𝑦𝑖 in the distribution. Their model measures polarization as the linear representation of the
distances between each user along the distribution, weighted by the mass of similarly clustered
users. The max function (𝑚𝑎𝑥(|𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗 | − 𝐷, 0)) calculates the distance between users. The
parameter D, is a threshold value that determines if two users are similar (|𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗 | ≤ 𝐷) (do not
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produce polarization) or are dissimilar (|𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗 | > 𝐷) (produces polarization) with each other.
The identity function (𝐼𝑖 ) for a user is the total amount of similarity a user has with their near-by
neighbors. Here, identity is equivalent to the internal strength of the user’s pole (i.e. the more
similar others are, the more the user identifies them as in their pole). The function (𝑤(𝑦𝑗 )) is a
user-defined function that determines how the degree of similarity is weighted in the identity
function. The variable α acts as an identity intensifier and determines how important identity (i.e.
a pole’s internal strength) is in the model. Esteban and Ray prove that α must be bounded by 𝛼 ∈
(0, 𝛼 ∗ ] where 𝛼 ∗ ≅ 1.6, to satisfy their axioms.
𝑛

𝑛

𝑃(𝜋, 𝑦⃑) = ∑ ∑ 𝜋𝑖 𝜋𝑗 𝐼𝑖𝛼 max{|𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗 | − 𝐷, 0}

(1)

𝑖=1 𝑗=1

𝐼𝑖 ≡

∑

𝜋𝑗 𝑤(𝑦𝑗 )

(2)

𝑗:|𝑦𝑖 −𝑦𝑗 |≤𝐷

Their model captures their three basic features: 1) homogeneity within each group, 2)
heterogeneity across groups, and 3) a small number of significantly sized groups, which are
analogous to our attributes 1, 3, and 4. The first feature is captured through the identity function.
If a user’s neighbors are more similar to them (homogeneous), in terms of distance along the
distribution, then their identity value will be larger, which will result in more polarization. The
second feature is captured through the max distance function. If two groups of users are further
away from one another (heterogeneous), their total distance along the distribution will increase,
which will result in a greater amount of polarization. The third feature is captured through the
product of the distance function and identity function. Since the population size is finite, if more
of the population is distributed among a smaller number of poles, each pole’s identity value will
be larger, resulting in greater polarization value. For brevity, we will not outline how the model
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performs on specific theoretical cases, and instead will refer to their original paper [43] for these
cases and a more in-depth discussion of the base model. Our modifications do not change the
fundamental operation of the model relating to these features, so their examples and discussion are
still is applicable to our modified model.
Their original model does not explicitly consider the population sizes of poles (attribute 2).
Instead, the model implicitly considers population size by weighing the polarization produced from
a user by their identity function (𝐼𝑖 ) which is the sum the similarity of their neighbors. So, users
with more neighbors (i.e. are in a bigger pole) will produce more polarization than users with fewer
neighbors. This approach is sufficient for economic polarization because their distribution domain
is unbounded (from 0 to infinity). So, for example, the polarization for a uniform distribution in
an unbounded domain would have each user in their own pole (𝐼𝑖 = 1) and would yield a small
polarization value (assuming we normalize by population size). However, our agreement
distribution domain is bounded (from -1 to +1). So, a uniform distribution in our distribution
domain would not yield small identity values for the users and instead would measure a substantial
amount of polarization. From our formulation of argumentation polarization, a uniform
distribution does not contain polarization, so the model should output a polarization index value
of zero when given a uniform distribution, which their model, in its original form, does not.
Thus, we adapt the model by defining a threshold value for a user’s internal pole strength
(i.e. their identity value (𝐼𝑖 )). If a user’s identity value is greater than the threshold, T, they are
considered a member of a significant pole and can produce polarization. This threshold checks if
a user is in a valid pole or not, as shown in (3). This threshold ensures that users are only considered
a member of an agreement pole if their pole is sufficiently strong enough to produce polarization.
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𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒(𝜋𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) = {

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑖𝑓 𝐼𝑖 > 𝑇
𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑖𝑓 𝐼𝑖 ≤ 𝑇

(3)

Since we are using the uniform distribution as the baseline for a non-polarized distribution,
we can set the value of T to be the expected identity value from a uniform distribution. If a user
does not have an identity value greater than T, then they are not identifying more than they would
in a uniform distribution, and thus are not considered part of a pole. Using this definition, we set
𝑇 as a function of 𝑦𝑖 (the user’s agreement value) and the parameter D. The function 𝑇(𝑦𝑖 ) shown
in (4) calculates the expected identity value of the user at yi if they were in a uniform distribution,
bounded by [-1, +1]. The second term (|𝑦𝑖 | + 𝐷 > 1) accounts for the distribution boundary.
𝐷⁄2
)
𝑇(𝑦𝑖 = { 2𝐷 2 − (|𝑦𝑖 | + 𝐷 − 1)2
4𝐷

|𝑦𝑖 | + 𝐷 ≤ 1
|𝑦𝑖 | + 𝐷 > 1

(4)

In addition to the threshold T, we also want to normalize the polarization model to the total
population size. Esteban and Ray’s original model does not weight by population, so adding more
users in the distribution will always increase polarization, regardless of where they are in the
distribution. Therefore, we normalize the model by the total population size N. The resulting
adapted model is shown in (5) and (6).

𝑃(𝜋, 𝑦⃑, 𝑁) =

𝑛

𝑛

∑

∑

𝑖:𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒(𝜋𝑖 ,𝑦𝑖 ) 𝑗:𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒(𝜋𝑗 ,𝑦𝑗 )

𝐼𝑖 = 1 +

∑
|𝑦𝑖 −𝑦𝑗 |≤𝐷

𝜋𝑖 𝜋𝑗 𝛼
𝐼 max{|𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗 | − 𝐷, 0}
𝑁 𝑖

|𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗 |
𝜋𝑖
( ∗ (1 −
))
𝑁
𝐷

(5)

(6)

For the identity function (6), we implemented the 𝑤(𝑦𝑗 ) function as the linear distance
away from the target user. Notice that the identity function is normalized by population size. We
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add one to the summation to ensure the identity value is always greater than one, which is important
to ensure that parameter 𝛼 operates as an identity intensifier and behaves as intended.
The resulting adapted model shown in (5) now explicitly considers the population size of
an argumentation pole (attribute 2). If a user does not have an identity value greater than T, then
they are not within a pole with sufficient population and similarity to be considered a valid
argumentation pole. In this model, a uniform distribution would not produce any polarization.
However, depending on the parameter values selected for variables D and 𝛼, the maximum
value of (5) may be greater than or less than one. To fix our model’s output range to be between
zero and one, we normalize the model using min-max normalization. The maximum value of P,
given the parameters, can be calculated by providing the maximally polarized distribution:
[((𝑁⁄2), −1), ((𝑁⁄2), +1)]. Since the model normalizes the distribution by population size, we
can derive Pmax as a function of 𝐷 and 𝛼 as shown in (7).
𝐷
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 = (1 − ) (1.5𝛼 )
2

(7)

Using this maximum (and since we know the minimum value is zero), P can be normalized
with respect to the input parameters is shown in (8). We define the value of 𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 as the
polarization index value in our final model.

𝑃𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 (𝜋, 𝑦, 𝑁) =

𝑃(𝜋, 𝑦, 𝑁)
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥

(8)

Our adapted model still satisfies Esteban and Ray’s original axioms used to develop their
model, if we assume that all of poles in the axioms are above threshold T (except pole p in Axiom
4, which they describe as insignificant) [43].
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In terms of our four attributes of opinion polarization in cyber argumentation, our model
also accounts for each of these attributes as well. The similarity within each pole (attribute 3) is
modeled by the identity function 𝐼𝑖 , which increases the polarization produced by a pole as a factor
of its total internal similarity. The number of poles (attribute 1) is also modeled by the identity
function by increasing the amount of polarization produced by a pole based on the proportion of
the population contained within it. More poles mean each pole has a smaller portion of the
population and thus a lower identification value, which in aggregate lowers the total polarization.
The dissimilarity across different poles (attribute 4) is modeled by the max function. The difference
in population size (attribute 2) is modeled by the threshold 𝑇 and by weighing the polarization
produced by each pole by their proportion of the population; maximum polarization between two
poles occurs when they contain equal population proportionality.
The model has a runtime complexity of 𝑂(𝑛2 ) (identity values can be computed in
advance) where 𝑛 is the number of unique (𝜋𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) pairs. The total number of pairs depends on the
total number of unique agreement values, and since the distribution is bounded from -1.0 to +1.0,
the total possible number of pairs is bounded by the precision of the agreement values. Small
differences in agreement (< 0.01) have very little impact on the polarization value, so the number
of unique pairs can be limited by rounding the values to a lower precision. For example, rounding
the values to two decimal places will ensure that the number of unique pairs will be less than or
equal to 201.
Referring back to Bramson et al.’s nine senses of polarization [57], [58], this model covers
four senses explicitly (from the attributes) and five senses implicitly. Community fracturing
(attribute 1), group divergence (attribute 4), group consensus (attribute 3), and size parity (attribute
2) are all covered explicitly by the four attributes. Spread, dispersion, coverage, regionalization,
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and distinctness are captured implicitly, but only under some conditions. The biggest condition
being that our model tries to ignore outliers using the threshold parameter 𝑇. So, revisiting our
previous example, the spread of the distribution could be ignored in some cases where the extreme
users in the distribution are treated as outliers (i.e. non-poles) by the model. Due to our formation
of a single combined polarization model, each sense cannot be examined independently of one
another. However, in most common scenarios these five senses are implicitly captured.
3.6 Argumentation Polarization Model Parameters
In the previous section, we introduced the polarization model. In this section, we will
discuss the two user-defined parameters, D, and α, their role in modeling opinion polarization, and
recommended value to use for measuring polarization.
3.6.1 Parameter 𝛼
Polarization The parameter α is designed as an identity intensifier and determines how
important internal pole strength is in the model. An α value of zero means internal pole strength
does not impact the polarization at all, making the model more similar to inequality measures [43],
while an α value of 1.59 (near maximum) would indicate that the model will strongly weigh
internal pole strength when measuring polarization. The α parameter chiefly affects the importance
of the internal similarity within the agreement poles in the model (attribute 3). Figure 3-2 shows
how various α values affect the polarization index value for a simulated bi-modal distribution with
different standard deviations within the poles (higher standard deviation creates less internal
similarity). The greater the value of α, the more sensitive the model is to changes in the internal
similarity of the poles.
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Figure 3-2 Different 𝛼 values on the polarization index for a simulated bimodal distribution with
different standard deviations within the poles. Parameters: 𝐷 = 0.3, 𝑇 = 0.
In practice, we recommend larger values of α. Argumentation polarization describes the
degree to which the users have formed internally similar groups based on their agreement with the
topic, making internal identification very important in the modeling of argumentation polarization.
An α value that is too low will not take internal similarity of the poles into account, thus we
recommend an α value between 0.8 and 1.59.
3.6.2 Parameter D
The parameter D acts as the maximum agreement distance threshold that determines if two
users are similar to one another (i.e. are in the same pole) or not. For example, if user A has an
overall agreement value of +0.5, and user B has an agreement value of +0.68, then these two users
would identify with one another if D was greater than or equal to 0.18. This parameter acts as the
model’s consideration of the similarity between two user agreement values. If the D value is set to
a small value, then the model will consider smaller differences between agreement more important.
Likewise, for larger values for D, the model will only consider larger differences important.
Given the bounds of the agreement distribution, we recommend D values between 0.2 and
0.5. If the value of D is too large, then the model will group users who have large differences in
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agreement, which will affect the total number of poles the model will consider. For example, if D
= 1.0, it is not possible to have three non-overlapping poles in the distribution. However, D values
that are too small will cause the model to exaggerate the minor differences in user agreement in its
measurement of argumentation polarization.
3.7 Experiments and Comparison with Other Polarization Models
In this section, we compare our proposed modified argumentation polarization model
(MAP) with two other distribution based polarization models that have been applied to online
deliberation research. We compare the models both theoretically on their design in terms of both
our four identified attributes of argumentation polarization and using Bramson et al.’s nine senses
of polarization [57], [58]. We also compare the models’ performance on an empirical dataset of
cyber argumentation discussions collected using our cyber argumentation platform ICAS. In that
comparison, we demonstrate how the different approaches taken by each model affect how
polarization is reported for three illustrative discussions in our ICAS empirical dataset.
3.7.1 Flache and Macy’s Model (FM)
In 2014, Gabbriellini and Torroni presented an agent-based dialogue simulation model for
argumentative reasoning [63]. As part of their analysis, they measure the polarization of the
simulated dialogs using a polarization measurement presented by Flache and Macy [44]. Flache
and Macy’s model (FM) is relatively straightforward. Given a distribution of user opinions on a
bounded scale from -1 to +1, the distance between two users’ opinions is dij. The level of
polarization of the population N is the variance of the distribution of all distances between every
user as shown in (9).
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𝑖=𝑁,𝑗=𝑁

1
2
𝑃=
∑ (𝑑𝑖𝑗 − 𝑑̅ )
𝑁(𝑁 − 1)

(9)

𝑖≠𝑗

Where 𝑑̅ is the average opinion distance across all pairs of opinions (excluding selfdistances).
3.7.2 Morales, Borondo, Lasada, and Benito’s Model (MBLB)
Morales, Borondo, Losada, and Benito’s polarization model (MBLB) [27] was originally
used to measure polarization in a Twitter discussion about the late Venezuelan present, Hugo
Cháves, in 2015.
Their model assumes a bi-modal distribution. Given a distribution of opinion values of the
range -1 to +1, polarization is measured by calculating the center of gravity (average) of each side
of the distribution, both positive (range: (0,+1]) and negative (range: [-1,0)), and subtracting each
center of gravity from one another. Then the value is scaled by the maximum possible distance
between the centers of gravity and by the difference in both sides’ population sizes. The model is
shown in (10).
|𝑁𝑝𝑜𝑠 − 𝑁𝑛𝑒𝑔 | |𝑔𝑐 + − 𝑔𝑐 − |
𝑃 = (1 −
)
𝑁
2

(10)

Where N is the total population size, 𝑁𝑝𝑜𝑠 is the population size with opinion greater than
0, 𝑁𝑛𝑒𝑔 is the population size with opinion less than 0, and 𝑔𝑐 + and 𝑔𝑐 − are the averages of the
opinion values in populations, 𝑁𝑝𝑜𝑠 and 𝑁𝑛𝑒𝑔 respectively.
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3.7.3 Theoretical Comparison of the Models
We compare the assumptions and approaches made the two models introduced in the
previous section in terms of our definition and attributes of argumentation polarization, and the
nine senses of polarization proposed by Bramson et al. [57], [58].
The MBLB model is most distinct from the other two in that it takes a bi-modal approach
to model polarization. Bi-modal approaches are very common in analysis of polarization [29], [39],
[40], [49]. This approach assumes that polarization is the result of a population dividing into two
groups that are in opposition to one another. The direct analog to argumentation polarization would
be to assign the participants to agree and disagree groups based on their agreement polarity.
However, a consequence of grouping participants in this way is that it strips out the strength of
their agreement or disagreement in the model.
Research in political psychology has suggested that careful consideration of opposing
arguments surrounding an issue can cause ambivalence among the participants [64]–[66], resulting
in a weak commitment to attitudes about an issue [64], [65] Likewise, group polarization research
suggests that some users become more extreme in their opinion as a result of group discussion,
especially when users mostly engage with their like-minded peers [67]–[70] and ignore the
arguments and viewpoints with which they disagree. Since participation in online argumentation
may produce different outcomes for different types of users, it is somewhat misleading to group
the participants based only on whether they agree or disagree with a position, regardless of their
agreement strength. In cyber argumentation, more ambivalent users likely have more in common
with one another, even if they are on the other “side” of the agreement spectrum than with more
extreme users.
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This approach that assumes the group boundary exists at the origin may not be conducive
to cyber argumentation, since it does not consider the ambivalence of the participants. Furthermore,
this model does not consider intra-group similarity (our attribute 3) or Bramson et al.’s sense of
group consensus [57], [58]. As previously discussed, this sense/attribute is important to
argumentation polarization, as the strength of the user agreement/disagreement is very
consequential in group discussions. In addition to group consensus, MBLB does not consider the
spread, regionalization, or coverage senses, which indicates that this model is unable to detect the
presence (or absence) of distinct groups in various regions of the distribution.
The FM model characterizes polarization as the variance of the distribution of distances
between the users’ agreement. Using the variance is a common polarization modeling technique
[45], [71], [72]. This approach does not explicitly consider the formation of poles and instead only
focuses on the distances between the user agreement.
In terms of Bramson et al.’s senses of polarization [57], [58], this model only explicitly
covers dispersion and does not cover the other eight senses, including community fracturing,
distinctness, group divergence, and size parity which we explicitly identify in our four attributes
as important for capturing argumentation polarization. As a result, the FM model may register
polarization being present in a distribution that contains zero poles. Consider our previous example
of a uniform distribution. As previously discussed, the uniform distribution does not contain any
poles, since there are no significant clusters of users, and as such there can be no polarization.
However, the FM model does not consider the formation of clusters or poles, so it will measure a
non-zero polarization value.
As previously discussed, the presence or absence of poles is important to argumentation
polarization. Argumentation polarization is not merely a lack of consensus, instead it is explicitly
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characterized by the formation of internally similar groups in the agreement distribution. In terms
of our attributes, FM ignores the number of poles (attribute 1).
3.7.4 Empirical Comparison of the Models
In the previous subsection, we outlined the major theoretical differences between our
model and two other distribution-based models used in polarization analysis of discussions in
terms of our definition and attributes of argumentation polarization. In this section, we build on
that analysis by comparing how the models measure polarization on empirical discussion data
collected using our cyber argumentation platform ICAS.
We compare the polarization results for each model on three discussions from two of the
four issues in the empirical dataset. Since each of the polarization models only considers the
distributions of the user agreement, not discussion topics themselves, and all of the participants
were the same across all issues, we can compare the discussions of the two issues together without
issue.
These three discussions were selected because they best demonstrate how the approaches
of the models affect how polarization is calculated from the distribution. By comparing the
polarization results from each model to the underlying user agreement distribution, we illustrate
how the FM and MBLB models can produce polarization values that run counter to our
conceptualization of argumentation polarization outlined in our four attributes of argumentation
polarization, while our MAP model produces results that are consistent with the attributes.
3.7.4.1 Empirical Dataset
The dataset comes from a twenty-four-day exercise where students from an introductory
level sociology class participated in an online discussion of various topics using ICAS. The
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discussion was split into four different issues, with each issue having three or four predetermined
positions for the participants to discuss. The issues were preselected to be hot button issues in the
current public debate. The participants were offered extra credit for participating in at least ten
arguments under each issue. If they did not want to participate, they were offered an alternative
assignment. This research used only the Fall 2017 empirical dataset (see Chapter 3).
The study contained 308 users (N=308, Gender: 40% Male, 60% Female, Race: 79% White,
21% Non-White) who posted a total of 10,573 arguments under the four issues. On average, users
posted 2.6 arguments per discussion. The study was completed with IRB approval (Protocol
#1710077940).
Using the agreement reduction method described in Section 3.4.1, each user was assigned
an overall agreement value for each position discussion. If the user did not participate in the
discussion they were not included in the distribution. These overall agreement values were used
as the input agreement distribution for the polarization models.
3.7.4.2 Comparison of Models on Empirical Data
Table 3.1 shows the polarization index value for each of the models on each of the
discussions of the positions. For brevity, we will examine only the Same Sex Adoption and
Religion and Medicine issues. The labels for the positions are assigned as such: the first letter
reflects the issue the position is under (S = Same Sex Adoption, R = Religion and Medicine), and
the number represents the ideological tilt of the position (1 = Strong Conservative, 2 = Moderately
Conservative, 3 = Moderately Liberal, 4 = Strong Liberal). Figure 3-3 shows the agreement
distributions for each of the positions that are assigned the highest polarization value by each
model. Our model, MAP calculated that R2 was the most polarized position (0.0297), FM
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calculated S4 (0.2914), and MBLB calculated R3 (0.4662). MAP was run with parameters 𝐷 =
0.5, 𝛼 = 1.
Table 3.1: The rank and polarization value for all fo the positions in the Relgion and
Medicine and Same Sex Adoption issues for each polarization model.
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

MAP (Score)
R2 (0.0297)
R1 (0.0062)
R4 (0.0048)
S2 (0.0029)
S3 (0.0006)
R3 (0.0002)
S4 (0)
S1 (0)

FM (Score)
S4 (0.2914)
S1 (0.2437)
R3 (0.2183)
S3 (0.2133)
S2 (0.2102)
R1 (0.1781)
R4 (0.1741)
R2 (0.1652)

MBLB (Score)
R3 (0.4662)
S3 (0.4633)
R1 (0.3000)
S2 (0.2674)
S1 (0.2269)
S4 (0.2032)
R2 (0.1994)
R4 (0.1496)

(a) Agreement Distribution for (b) Agreement Distribution (c) Agreement Distribution
Position S4
for Position R2
for Position R3
Figure 3-3 Histograms of users by their overall average agreement for each position.
FM’s most polarized discussion is S4 with a polarization value of 0.2914. From our
attributes of argumentation polarization, S4 is not very polarized since almost all of its population
concentrated between agreement +0.5 and +1.0, creating only one major pole (attribute 1).
Intuitively, positions R2 and R3 are more polarized than S4, as the users in these distributions are
more spread out. However, FM’s approach to modeling polarization does not consider the
formation of poles, and instead only considers the variance between the distances between users.
The variance of the distance distribution in S4 is greater than R2 or R3 because the concentration
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of users in the agreement distribution at +1.0 creates greater distance with every other user. In R2
and R3, the users are more evenly distributed from one another, resulting in distances that are
closer to the average distance. Since FM only considers the variance of the distances and does not
consider the formation of poles in the agreement distribution (attributes 1 and 2), its measurements
on the empirical study produce results that are inconsistent with our definition of argumentation
polarization. Similar scenarios can be observed in positions S1, R4, and G4 (see Appendix Figure
A-1).
MBLB’s most polarized discussion is R3 with a polarization value of 0.4662. MBLB’s
definition of polarization focuses on the concentration of user agreement at the extremes, as does
the model’s approach. MBLB primarily gives higher polarization values to distributions that are
evenly split across the origin and are closer to the extremes. This is true of position R3’s
distribution, however, MBLB does not explicitly look for poles, it instead assumes they are there.
Thus, R3’s distribution is assumed to be in two poles (one on the positive side and one on the
negative), even when the distribution, as shown in Figure 3-3c, has its population relatively evenly
spread. The population in R3 is evenly distributed (48% negative, 52% positive) with either side’s
center of gravity (i.e. average agreement value) roughly in the middle of the distribution (negative
center: -0.51, positive center: +0.45). In the MBLB model, this distribution is interpreted as
decently polarized, threshold. however, when looking at the actual distribution in Figure 3-3c, the
distribution more closely resembles a uniform distribution than a bi-modal distribution. A similar
scenario can be observed in position H4.
Our model MAP, for comparison, measured a polarization index value of 0.0002 for
position R3, one hundred times lower than for position R2. This low polarization value was due
mostly to only very few of the users in R3 being above the pole strength threshold T. Figure 3-4
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shows the identity values of the users in the distribution compared to the threshold T. The majority
of R3’s population was distributed too evenly to have an identity value greater than the threshold.
MAP’s most polarized discussion was position R2. Position R2 had the most users with an identity
value that was greater than T that were far enough away from one another (a distance greater than
D=0.5) to generate polarization. Position S4, by contrast, only had users in poles that were between
+0.5 and +1.0, which were not far enough away from one another to conflict. Even though position
R2 had the most users in conflicting poles, the total distance between the conflicting pole users
was fairly low, resulting in a low polarization index value 0.0297 for R2.

User Identity Values in Agreement
Distributions
User Identity Value

1.6
1.4
1.2
1
-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

User Agreement Value
R3 Identity
S4 Identity

R2 Identity
Pole Identity Threshhold

Figure 3-4 The population pole sizes for poles centered at each agreement value in
positions S4, R2, and R3. The dashed line is the uniform distribution threshold.
3.8 Justifying a Multi-Modal Approach using Topic Modeling
Previously, we discussed the limitations of a bi-modal approach to polarization because it
excludes ambivalence and the reservations that users have concerning their agreement toward a
position in cyber argumentation. Instead, our model uses a multi-modal approach. While this
assumption of a distinction between ambivalent users and users near the extremes is supported
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theoretically, we want to confirm this difference empirically from our dataset to present a stronger
argument.
Thus, we examined the agreement groups in terms of topic and framing that users selected
during argumentation. Framing and argument topic selection indicate what an author selects as
important to discuss [73]. Discussions containing various topics and framings indicate which
aspects associated with the issues that the participants are focusing on, and thus indicate their
underlying values and thoughts. Topic modeling techniques have shown to be an effective
approach to capturing framing in online discussions [30].
We used an LDA model in MALLET [74] to perform topic modeling over all of the
arguments under the issues in the empirical data. The number of topics per issue was selected
based on the highest coherence score; we tested two to five topics per issue. For brevity, we will
only examine the Religion issue.
The Religion issue had three topics, summarized in Table 3.2. Figure 3-5 shows the topic
distributions for R4 (the most liberal position) and R1 (the most conservative position). Figure 35 shows that Topic 0, which focused on prioritizing health over religion (a traditionally liberal
argument), tended to be more popular among more liberal participants (i.e. those who disagreed
with R1 and agreed with R4).
Table 3.2: The Topic descriptions for each of the topics in the Religion and Medicine issue.
Topic Number
0
1
2

Topic Description
Focuses on arguing that the child's health is more important the parent's
religious freedom.
Focuses on autonomy of children and who should be allowed to make
decisions for whom.
Religion's coexistence with Medicine; How religion should play into life
and death decisions.
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(a) The topic membership for position R1.

(b) The topic membership for position R4.

Figure 3-5 The topic membership for users at different overall agreement values.
On the other hand, Topic 1, which focused on the autonomy of children versus parental
authority (a more conservative argument), tended to be more popular with more conservative
participants (i.e. those who agreed with R1 and disagreed with R4). Topic 2, which discussed the
coexistence between religion and medical treatment, was not preferred by either liberal or
conservative users.
The tendencies of users to discuss these topics were not uniformly consistent across all user
agreement groups. Users near the extremes tended to favor one topic over another. Those who
disagreed with R4 favored Topics 1 and 2 over Topic 0, those who more strongly agreed with R4
favored Topics 0 and 2 over Topic 1, those who more strongly agreed with R1 favored Topics 1
and 2 over Topic 0, and those who strong disagreed R1 favored Topics 0 and 2 over Topic 1. On
the other hand, more moderate or ambivalent users were more likely to discuss all three topics
instead of only one or two.
Taken as a whole, the topic distribution by agreement value indicates that users at various
levels of agreement, even within the same “side” of the distribution, have different concerns
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surrounding the issue. Furthermore, it suggests that more moderate users are discussing a wider
variety of topics than those at the extremes, which reflects the literature suggesting that
ambivalence is caused in part by considering many arguments. Thus, the approach of assuming a
bi-model distribution, based only on whether the user agrees or disagrees, inadvertently combines
groups of users who behave differently, discuss different topics, and have different underlying
values. Thus, we assert that a multi-modal approach is more suitable for detecting this divide
between users than a bi-modal approach.
3.9 Discussion
Polarization is a broad concept that can be examined from many different perspectives. For
example, polarization can be examined as the quality of respect and attitude from one group toward
another (affect polarization) [47], or it can be examined as phenomena that push people toward
extreme ideologies (group polarization) [75]. It is unlikely that any one model or definition can
cover every facet of polarization.
In this work, we focus on covering polarization from the argumentation perspective.
Argumentation polarization focuses on the polarization of the users’ agreement toward a
discussion topic in cyber argumentation. Unlike other types of polarization, argumentation
polarization assumes that the users’ attitudes have been developed through informed, thoughtful
deliberation. Argumentation requires the participants to carefully consider, defend, and formulate
their stance on an issue, which leads to opinions and stances that are better informed through
consideration of alternative views, ideas, and experiences [33]–[37] than unjustified opinions [38].
The argumentation process may have different outcome effects on different users. As
previously discussed, some users may moderate their opinions and become more ambivalent as
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they carefully consider arguments from the opposing sides of the debate [64]–[66], while other
users may ignore or dismiss the arguments and posts made by those they disagree with and engage
mostly with their like-minded peers, becoming more extreme in their stance [67], [68]. Our
analysis of topic selection seems to support both of these theories; users on the extremes of the
agreement distribution tended to focus on one or two topics while ignoring the topic favored by
their opposition, while more moderate users tended to consider all of the topics more equally.
Our model’s multi-modal approach is able to make a distinction between users on the
extreme and users who are more ambivalent, and pays more attention to the disagreement between
users, even when they are on the same side of the distribution. The model’s parameters can be
adjusted to make the model more sensitive to smaller differences in the user agreement or increase
the importance of the formation of argumentation poles.
Polarization as a concept differentiates itself from other phenomena, such as inequality or
a lack of consensus, in that it requires the formation of distinct, strong poles that conflict with one
another. Our comparison with the FM and MBLB models highlights the importance of how each
model handles the presence or absence of poles. FM did not consider poles at all, which resulted
in odd modeling behavior in our empirical results. MBLB, on the other hand, always assumes there
are only two poles on either side of the distribution, even if the underlying distribution does not
match that assumption, which is reflected in the empirical results. Our model does not make prior
assumptions about the number and locations of poles in the distribution and instead tries to identify
users in poles by proposing a threshold value, T, based on the user’s identity with their neighbors.
This approach handles different types of distributions better than the bi-modal assumption of
MBLB, while still considering the importance of poles, which is key to our definition of
argumentation polarization.
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Our empirical results showed that argumentation polarization in the discussions in ICAS
was lower than one might have expected due to the controversial nature of the issues discussed.
Many discussions resulted in either near consensus (such is the case in S4) or near-uniform
distribution (such as for R3). For the distributions for each position, please refer to the
supplemental material. While these results are only among undergraduate students in a controlled
setting, it does suggest that for these issues, users are not polarized as a result of argumentation
discussion.
3.10 Conclusion
Online deliberation through cyber argumentation platforms offers an environment for users
to discuss and debate their opinions, viewpoints, and stances on important issues. These wellstructured debates help users develop well-informed opinions and stances. However,
argumentation polarization often arises in discussions of controversial topics. Thus, we present an
argumentation polarization model, adapted from an economic polarization model, to measure the
polarization among users in terms of their agreement with the debate topic in cyber argumentation.
We discussed how argumentation polarization manifests itself in the distribution of user agreement
toward the discussion topic and identified four key attributes of argumentation polarization that a
model must capture to effectively measure it. We presented a model that measures the
argumentation polarization of an agreement distribution derived from discussions in our cyber
argumentation platform. We justified our model’s design and adaptations, in terms of our four
attributes of argumentation polarization, and compared it to two other distribution-based
polarization models. Those models’ approaches: treating polarization as the variance of distance
between users, and treating polarization as bi-modal phenomena. Both produced results on our
empirical data that did not align with our definition and key attributes of argumentation
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polarization. Our model’s multi-modal approach more closely aligns with our observations of
argumentation polarization in the empirical data, better adapts to the behaviors of the participants,
as shown in our topic modeling analysis, and allows different parameter values to increase or
decrease the granularity of the measurement. Thus, our proposed model is effective at measuring
argumentation polarization in terms of our definition and attributes of argumentation polarization.
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Chapter 4: An Opinion Diversity Enhanced Social Connection Recommendation Reranking Method based on Opinion Distance in Cyber Argumentation with Social
Networking
4.1 Abstract
The quality of crowd wisdom extracted from online communities decreases as the
community becomes less ideologically diverse, which is an issue in many online spaces. One cause
of this decline is that users tend not to engage with diverse, idea-challenging content that contrasts
their prior opinions. However, they do tend to engage with content endorsed by their social
connections, even if it goes against their personal opinion. Thus, by increasing the diversity of
opinion in a user's social network, they will likely engage with more diverse content. We are
developing a cyber argumentation system with social networking and present a social connection
recommendation re-ranking method that promotes opinion diversity. We use artificial intelligence
and data mining techniques to mine and analyze user opinions from argumentation data on
important issues, then use furthest opinion distance to re-rank the recommendations. Our method
is designed to easily integrate with existing social connection recommenders, which preserves
platform specific criteria. We compare the opinion diversity of recommendations from five types
of social connection recommendation methods, with and without our re-ranking method, on a large
empirical dataset. Our results show that our method improves the recommended diversity by
around 15% for five existing social connection recommendation methods, while only reordering
around 50% of the initial social connection recommendations.
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4.2 Introduction
Online social platforms, like Facebook and Twitter, offer the unique capability to connect
many different types of people together and facilitate interaction between them. As such, they are
excellent sources for the measurement and analysis of collective intelligence and crowd wisdom.
However, because these social networking sites are oriented around social connections, their
design often yields low-quality discussions of complex issues. In these sites, discussions are
disorganized because users are fragmented into their social circles that create disconnected,
isolated discussions, which makes it very difficult to comprehend the collective opinions of all of
the users. Additionally, these systems do not encourage well-considered, factually based
argumentation [1] and instead allow misinformation and conspiracy theories to circulate. For these
reasons, existing social networking sites are not effective at facilitating large-scale deliberations.
To address this issue, it is desirable to develop an issue-oriented cyber argumentation
platform with social networking capabilities. Such a system will center on discussions of issues,
encourage high-quality contributions, and allow easier analysis of collective intelligence and
crowd wisdom, while also allowing social networking activities, like making connections and
sharing content. However, introducing social networking into cyber argumentation raises new
issues. One important issue, which could affect the argumentation as a whole, is ideological
polarization caused by echo chambers.
Recently, it’s been observed that several online social networking spaces have become
increasingly less ideologically diverse and more polarized, especially when the content is related
to politics. Polarization and the lack of ideological diversity has been shown to detrimentally affect
the quality of crowd-wisdom [24], which, given the desire to use crowd wisdom and collective
intelligence in policy-related areas (such as e-government), poses a potentially large threat.
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Americans in particular have become more ideologically polarized in the past few decades.
While this has been observed in both online and offline contexts, many have argued that online
social networking has played an outsized role in furthering polarization and tension between
ideological groups [2], contributing to decreased civil public discourse [3] and polarized attitudes
at the individual level [4]. Many researchers allege that social networking sites have given rise to
echo chambers, where users’ social communities are mostly populated by like-minded peers,
contributing significantly to online opinion polarization and other detrimental phenomena
previously mentioned [5, 6]. These echo chambers allow users to easily avoid ideas and opinions
that do not fit their previously held worldview and opinion, even though people typically express
a desire to hear diverse views [7]. Thus, many researchers have explored different ways to motivate
users to engage with more diverse ideas and content.
One approach to solve this problem is to create diversity-enhanced news recommendation
systems [13,14], that expose the user to different perspectives and opinions. Some evidence
suggests, however, that simply exposing users to diverse content will not necessarily encourage
them to engage with it; users’ personal preferences typically play a larger role in content selection
than algorithmic recommendations [8]. Thus, how to encourage users to engage with diverse ideas
is still an open question.
Dynamics in social networks might be the key to increasing ideologically diverse
content/idea engagement. Barberá found that weak social ties on Twitter tended to expose users to
more diverse content [9]. Messing and Westwood showed that social endorsements were stronger
predictors of news selection than partisan sentiment [10]. This evidence suggest that users are more
likely to engage with content/ideas endorsed or generated by their social connections. Considering
that diverse networks containing weak ties tend to recommend diverse content, it follows that if a
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user’s social network is diverse in opinions, then the content and opinions they share will likely be
more diverse. Therefore, we argue that diversifying a user’s social network in terms of opinion
will reduce the likelihood of being caught in an echo chamber and will expose them to diverse
ideas and opinions of their social connections.
In this paper, we propose a social connection recommendation re-ranking method that
specifically encourages opinion diversity using a furthest opinion distance approach in cyber
argumentation with social networking. First, the system quantifies a user's opinion from
argumentation data on several important issues using cognitive computing/artificial intelligence
and data mining techniques into opinion vectors. Then, these vectors are used to re-rank the
incoming recommendation list using furthest cosine distance with the target user.
Because social connection recommendation is very specific to the context of the online
platform, the re-ranking method does a last pass reordering of recommendations made by the
platform-specific, native connection recommending system. This allows our method to increase
diversity while maintaining the other recommendation criteria. We used empirical data collected
using our argumentation platform, the Intelligent Cyber Argumentation System (ICAS), to
demonstrate that our re-ranking method increases the opinion diversity of its recommendations, as
compared recommender methods without re-ranking. Results show that our method improves the
recommended diversity for all the examined recommender systems by around 15%, while only
reordering around 50% of the initial recommendations. Our method is designed to be easily
integrated into existing recommendation systems, while still providing improvements to the
opinion diversity of the recommendations.
Our contributions are as follows:
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•

We propose a social recommendation re-ranking method that encourages opinion
diversity in its recommendations in cyber argumentation with social networking.

•

We demonstrate on an empirical dataset that our method increases the opinion
diversity of recommendation results for several types of social connection
recommendation methods by around 15% by reordering 50% of the
recommendations

4.3 Related Work
4.3.1 Social Recommendation Systems
Social media sites often contain an overwhelming amount of user accounts and content that
is very difficult for users to navigate. To assist with content and user discovery, Social
Recommender Systems (SRS) focus on recommending content and people from social media.
Unlike other typical recommender systems, SRS contend with social media data that is often
unstructured, sparse, and contains many different types of data (e.g., images, videos, etc) [11].
SRS encapsulates both social media content recommendation systems, like news recommendation
systems, and social connection recommendation systems, also called friend recommender systems.
4.3.2 Social Connection Recommendation
Social connection recommenders have been thoroughly researched for many years. The
goal of social connection recommendation is to recommend other users with whom the target user
will want to connect. The meaning of the connection is very dependent on the function of the social
networking platform and how their connections are designed. For example, LinkedIn is a website
for professionals and focuses on work related relationships, while Pinterest is an information
sharing site for hobbyists. In addition to context, the construction of the connections also affects
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use. Twitter, for example, has asymmetric relationships, which encourages users to follow famous
people and celebrities; whereas Facebook has symmetric relationships which encourages users to
friend people who they know. Both the types of connections and the context of the social media
platforms are considered in the social connection recommenders. Therefore, social connection
recommenders are very specific to their platform and can consider several thousand features when
making recommendations [11].
One popular technique for injecting diversity and novelty into recommendations is to rerank initial recommendation lists [12], which allows diversity to be incorporated into the system
while maintaining the initial recommendation criteria and without interrupting the workflow of the
sophisticated pre-existing recommendation system. We adopted this approach for our work in this
paper.
4.3.3 Diversity in Social Connection Recommendation
Diversity aware recommendation systems have become a popular research area. The goal
is to increase the amount of diversity in the recommendation results so that users are exposed to a
wider range of content, which is generally desirable for users [12]. While many diversity
enhancing social content systems have been developed [13,14], social connection recommendation
systems have not seen as much investigation. Both diversity in terms of interests [15] and
information [16] have been applied to social connection recommendation, but, to our knowledge,
opinion diversity has not been developed.
4.3.4 Cyber Argumentation Systems
Most online deliberation takes place on social media platforms or in online forums. While
these platforms are very popular, they do not effectively facilitate large-scale debates. Often the
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discussions are fragmented, difficult to comprehend, and require a lot of effort to analyze. As a
result, many researchers have looked at cyber argumentation systems to serve as online debate
platforms instead.
Cyber

argumentation

systems

assist

the

facilitation

of

large-scale

online

discussions/debates. These systems enhance deliberation in a variety of ways. As opposed to social
media and forums, cyber argumentation systems typically employ explicit argumentation
frameworks which provide structure to discussions and lead to higher-quality reasoning and debate.
Computer-Supported Argument Visualization (CSAV) systems improve argumentation by
presenting the various arguments in a discussion in an intuitive and easy to understand manner
[17]. Educational tools seek to teach students different strategies for engaging in productive online
argumentation by providing instructional scaffolding, which guide students to produce better
reasoning during discussions [18]. More complex tools, such as the Deliberatorium [1] and ICAS,
have integrated analytical models that report various phenomena that are occurring in the
discussions. Unlike social media analysis, these models are integrated directly into the
argumentation systems and leverage the underlying argumentation framework’s structure to
effectively analyze the different phenomena, such as group-think [19], opinion consensus [20],
and position polarization [21]. None of these systems, to our knowledge, have attempted to
integrate social networking into them.
4.4 System Architecture
4.4.1 Conceptual Structure of Cyber Argumentation with Social Networking
In this section we briefly describe the conceptual structure behind the argumentation
system with social networking. The main idea is to combine issue-centric argumentation
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discussions with social networking data, from the argumentation system and/or other social
network sites like Facebook or Twitter, as shown in Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1 Cyber argumentation with social networking conceptual design. The user connections
(bottom) comprise the social network, while the top elements are the argumentation discussions.
The dotted lines represents an authorship relationship.
In cyber argumentation, users make arguments to argue for or against proposed positions
or stances about a given issue. Users are also able to make arguments attacking or supporting other
user’s arguments. In these systems it is assumed that users do not have any explicit relationships
with one another during the discussions. However, in the real world, argumentation often takes
place between multiple people with some relation to one another, which affects the underlying
debate. Debates between friends are often very different than debates between strangers. Users
with certain types of relationships might feel more or less inclined to support or attack one
another’s ideas. For example, an employee would feel reluctant to attack the ideas of their superior,
even if they had a logical reason to do so. Even in an online setting, like social networking sites,
the relationships between users often dictate the nature of their interactions with one another.
Incorporating social networking into cyber argumentation, by allowing network connections to be
made in the system or imported from external sources like Facebook and Twitter, allows us to
examine the different effects that social relationships have on the argumentation process.
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4.4.2 Diversity Enhanced Social Connection Re-ranking Method
The re-ranking method is designed to fit on top of existing recommendation architectures.
This has two benefits: first, this allows for the re-ranking method to be applied to existing systems
without major changes, and second, it maintains the quality of the initial recommendation lists by
keeping the platform-optimized system in place. This design is useful because if we use an external
social networking site to handle the user social network, we can build our diversity model on top
of it. Figure 4-2 describes the architecture of the integrated re-ranking system.

Figure 4-2 Framework for the Re-ranking System.
The top row of the framework make up the native social connection recommendation
systems used in practice. For the purpose of this system, the recommendation system will operate
as normal to produce a top N list of recommendations using the criteria built into those systems.
These systems are assumed to be mature and produce high quality recommendations.
The bottom row of the framework (ICAS, Opinion Vectors, Connection Re-ranking, Top
K Recommendation List with Diverse Opinions) make up the added steps for the re-ranking
method. The following subsections will describe the different elements in the re-ranking method
and how they interact with each other.
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4.4.2.1 Mining user opinion vectors:
From the argumentation data, we need to derive the opinion of each user on the important
issues they discuss. ICAS has built in models to automatically perform this step. The opinion
mining model has been tested in previous research on multiple occasions with reasonable accuracy
(see [20, 22] for examples).
Quantifying each user’s opinions on the issues has two steps: first the user’s opinion on
each position is mined, then the opinions are formatted into the user’s opinion vector.
4.4.2.2 Deriving User Opinion on a Position:
ICAS uses artificial intelligence and data mining to approximate each user’s opinion for a
given position in the discussion. This process examines each argument that the user posted under
the target position and attempts to mine that user’s overall agreement (for/against) towards the
position. As mentioned in the overview, each argument in the discussion has a level of agreement
associated with it, which indicates the user’s opinion toward the parent argument/position that their
argument is addressing. ICAS uses these agreement levels to mine a user’s opinion toward each
position in the discussion, by averaging all of a user’s argument’s agreement levels in the
discussion sub-tree of the position.
Some arguments do not directly address the parent position, instead they argue for or
against some other argument further down the position sub-tree. To derive the user’s opinion, we
need to know how these arguments relate to the root position. This is resolved by ICAS’s cognitive
computing component, its fuzzy logic reduction engine (see Chapter 1.1.3). An example of fuzzy
logic reduction is shown in Figure 4-3.
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Once the fuzzy logic engine has reduced all arguments for a given position to the first level
of the sub-tree, each user’s opinion toward the position can be approximated by averaging the
agreement level values of all their arguments. If a user does not have any arguments for a position,
their opinion value is defaulted to 0.

Figure 4-3 Left: A position sub-tree. Right: A position sub-tree after argument 3 has been
reduced to the first level of the tree.
4.4.2.3 Forming Opinion Vectors
After a user’s opinion on each of the different positions is calculated, they are concatenated
together to form an opinion vector. Each element in the opinion vector Vu is the user’s opinion on
a corresponding position. So, viu is user u’s opinion on position i. If issue A has three positions (i
= 1, 2, 3), then the opinion vector for user u on that issue would be:
Vu, A ={vu1 ,vu2 ,vu3 }
So, the combined opinion vector for a user across all issues is the concatenation of the
user’s opinion on each issue’s set of positions.
Vu =(Vu,A , Vu,B ,…)={vu1 ,vu2 ,vu3 , vu4 , …, vun }
4.4.2.4 Connection Re-ranking
The next step of the re-ranking method is to re-rank the top N initial recommendations
from the native recommender using furthest opinion distance from the target user. In our case,
distance represents how different the target user’s opinion is from the recommended connection.
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We use cosine distance as the distance measurement, which measures the angle between two
vectors. This is useful for two reasons: First, the orientation between two opinion vectors is more
descriptive of differing opinion than a difference in vector intensity. If one user strongly agrees
with a position and another only moderately agrees, their vector’s intensities will be different, but
that doesn’t necessarily mean their opinions differ very much. Second, because each opinion vector
is the concatenation of all of the issues’ positions, it is likely that the dimensionality of the vectors
will become very large. Cosine distance works very well in high dimensional space.
The cosine distance between two user’s viewpoint vectors, Vu and Vw, is defined in (1).

dist(Vu , Vw )= 1-

∑ni=1 vui *vw
i
2
√∑ni=1(vui )2 +√∑ni=1(vw
i )

(1)

Once the distance value has been calculated for each recommendation, the method re-ranks
the recommendations by their cosine distance in descending order and recommends the top K users
in their sorted list, where K is less than or equal to N (the number of initial recommendations).
4.5 Experiments
We tested the re-ranking method against many fundamental social connection
recommendation techniques in terms of opinion diversity on a large empirical dataset.
4.5.1 Empirical Data Description
An empirical study was conducted from April 10th, 2018, to May 4th, 2018, on a group of
undergraduate students from an introductory level sociology class. The students were asked to
participate in an online discussion of various topics relating to what they were learning in class
using ICAS. The students were offered extra credit in the class for posting at least ten arguments
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across any of the discussions for each issue. If they did not want to participate, then they were
offered an alternative assignment for the extra credit points.
A total of 344 students registered with the system, of which 335 discussed four issues, with
each issue having four positions under them. Over the course of the twenty-five days, the
participants posted more than 10000 arguments across the 16 positions.
4.5.1.1 Student Social Network:
In addition to the deliberation, we also asked the students to enter in the names of students
in the class who they knew. This gave us a sense of the students’ social network within the class.
Student’s names were matched with their accounts to form a social network in the database. Of
the 335 students asked, 193 answered the question with a list of students they knew. Of the total
335 users, 101 users did not answer the question nor were listed as a connection. The average
degree of the nodes in the graph was 1.74.
The student’s physical social network is a symmetric network, where users mutually know
one another, similar to social media sites such as Facebook and LinkedIn. This physical network
was used in place of an online social network.
4.5.1.2 Positive Interaction Graph:
From the deliberation, we derived a positive interaction network between all the users. This
network is an undirected graph with no self-loops. Each edge stores a value greater than 0
representing the number of positive interactions between the users. The graph was constructed
such that given two users, u and v, an edge exists between u and v if and only if v makes an
argument supporting u (positive level of agreement) or u makes an argument supporting v. Of the
335 users in the data, 299 of them had a positive interaction with another user.
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4.5.2 Social Connection Recommenders
We wanted to test our re-ranking method with many different recommendation techniques,
but while there are many recommendation methods used in practice, our ability to access the
necessary data to implement them was limited. So, we instead tested against many fundamental
techniques that make the backbone of social connection recommenders.
We tested our re-ranking method on five social connection recommendation techniques to
measure the impact of re-ranking the lists on opinion diversity. Of the algorithms we tested against,
the first four were taken from (or adapted to best fit) the examined methods in [23]. These four
methods make up the fundamental approaches to connection recommendation.
The following subsections describe the different scoring techniques used by each algorithm.
For each described algorithm, all users are scored using the scoring functions and sorted into
ranked lists.
4.5.2.1 Friend of Friend (FoF)
The friend of a friend technique recommends connections to users based on their distance
in the social network and is very popular among network-based recommenders. In our
implementation, the similarity score between two users is the inverse of the shortest distance
between the users multiplied by the number of paths (at that distance) between them. Users with a
distance of one are already friends and are not counted.
S(u,v)=(1⁄𝐷𝑢,𝑣 ) * 𝑃𝑢,𝑣

(2)

Equation (2) describes scoring function S, where Duv is the minimum distance between
nodes u and v and Puv is the number of paths at distance D.
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Since all users did not have network connections in the social network graph, not all users
were able to receive recommendations. In our dataset 44% of users were able to receive a
recommendation.
4.5.2.2 Friend of Friend plus Interactions (FoF+I)
This algorithm is an extension of the FoF algorithm. Like the FoF algorithm we find the
social network paths between a source user u and their candidate user v, however, we also consider
the positive interactions between the users. This method scores two users, u and v, by combining
the score from FoF ( S(u,v)) and the number of positive interactions between u and v (P(u,v)) in
the positive interaction graph using (3).
T(u,v)=(S(u,v)+1) * (P(u,v)+1)

(3)

The method allowed recommendations to be made for users who were connected in either
the social network graph or the positive interaction graph. In our dataset, we were able to make at
least one recommendation to 73% of users.
4.5.2.3 Content Similarity (CS)
This technique considers the similarity of text posts in the arguments made by users. The
idea is that if two users are posting with similar language, then they are likely discussing the same
ideas and should be recommended as friends.
First, each user had all their posts combined into a single document. The user’s document
is then tokenized and weighted using tf-idf, producing a weighted content vector for each user that
represented all their posts. To make a recommendation, the target user u would rank their cosine
similarity of their content vector, U, with each other user v’s content vector, V.
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4.5.2.4 Content plus Link (C+L)
In this method, the algorithm incorporates content similarity and network information. This
method is a combination of Content similarity and FoF+I. Like in content similarity, each user’s
weighted content vector is derived using the method previously described. However, when
calculating similarity, if a user has a 2-hop connection in the social network graph or if they have
an edge connection in the positive interaction graph with a user v, then the cosine similarity value
of their content vectors is boosted by 50%. This method is adapted from the CplusL method from
[23].
4.5.2.5 Random Match (Rand)
This method randomly recommends connections for users based on no criteria. Each
username is placed into an array, then when a recommendation needs to be made, the technique
generates a random index value and recommends that user. This method helps serve as a baseline.
4.5.3 Analysis Metrics
We want to analyze our method in two ways. First we want to confirm that our re-ranking
method does its basic functionality of finding connections who have different opinions from the
user. Second, we want to measure how much the recommendations would improve the network
diversity. Since we are in continuous space standard diversity measurements did not apply, instead
we used two distance based measurements for the diversity of the recommendation lists:
normalized average distance from target (NADT) and normalized average distance from network
(NADN).
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4.5.3.1 Normalized Average Distance from Target (NADT):
The NADT is the normalized average Manhattan distance between the target user’s opinion
vector and the opinion vector of each user in the top K recommended list. This measurement tells
us whether or not the re-ranking system is able to optimize the initial recommendations using
opinion distance, and therefore contributing something to the process. An increase in NADT when
the re-ranking method is applied would indicate that the re-ranking step is able to optimize the
given list, while no increase would indicate that the re-ranking method is not optimizing for
opinion distance.
ADT(U, R)=

1
1
∑(
∑ d(i, u))
|U|
|Ru |
u∈U

(4)

i ∈ Ru

Equation (4) describes the measurement, where U is the set of user opinion vectors, K is
the set of top K recommendation sets for each user, Ru is the recommended set for user u, u is user
u’s option vector, and d is the Manhattan distance function. ADT in the results section is
normalized using min-max normalization.
4.5.3.2 Normalized Average Distance from Network (NADN):
The NADN is the normalized average distance a recommendation is to each of the target
user’s network connections (1-hop). This measurement indicates how much opinion diversity the
recommendation would add to the user if they accepted the connection. A recommendation is
considered diverse if it is far away from existing network connections in terms of opinion. An
increase in NADN for the re-ranked lists would indicate that the re-ranking method is improving
the opinion diversity of the user’s social network, while no increase would indicate that the opinion
diversity is not being affected.
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For each recommendation, the average Manhattan distance was calculated against each
network connection. Then, that average distance was averaged across all recommendations in the
top K recommendations list. Lastly, the averaged distance for the K recommendations was
averaged across all users who received at least one recommendation. The average value is
normalized using min-max normalization to produce the NADN.
4.6 Results
For each recommender, each user was recommended a list of connections with at most
thirty recommendations (N=30). However, due to some of the limitations of the data, not all the
recommendation algorithms produced recommendations for each user, and they were not always
of length 30. Table 4.1 describes the percentage of users who received at least one recommendation
(called hit rate) and the average recommendations lengths for each user who did receive at least
one recommendation (called Avg. Recs per hit).
Table 4.1: The hit rate and average recommendations per hit for each recommendation
algorithm for N = 30.
Algorithm

Hit Rate

Avg. Recs per hit.

CS

92%

30.00

C+L

92%

30.00

FoF

44%

26.56

FoF+I

73%

20.70

Rand

100%

30.00

To test the effectiveness of our re-ranking technique, we measured the NADT and NADN
on the originally ranked list and the re-ranked recommendation lists for each recommendation
algorithm. Each algorithm produced a recommendation list of length 30, then the re-ranking
method re-ranked the lists. Then we evaluated the top 5 recommendations for both the original
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output lists and the re-ranked lists. Figures 4-4 and 4-5 describe the NATD and NADN for each

Normalized Average Target
Distance

technique respectably.

NATD for K = 5
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
CS

C+L

FoF+I

Original List

FoF

Rand

Re-ranked List

Figure 4-4 NATD for the various recommender algorithms.
Our re-ranked method improved NADT for every recommendation technique. This was
the expected result because our re-ranking technique maximizes opinion distance from the target
user. This result shows that our re-ranking method does actually affect the output list in terms of
distance from the target. The NADT was improved for all of the re-ranked list, regardless of the
underlying technique.

Normalized Average
Distance from Network
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0.6
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Figure 4-5 NADN for the various recommender algorithms.
Likewise, the re-ranked lists improved the NADC by around 15% for each of the
recommenders. This outcome demonstrates that if the user accepts the recommendations, the reranked list would improve the diversity of the user’s network more so than the un-ranked lists. The
improvement in NADC was consistent across all the examined recommender types regardless of
their approaches.
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Table 4.2. Average Kendall Tau distance between original recommendation lists and the reranked list by recommender algorithm (K=30)
Algorithm

Average Kendall Tau Distance

CS
C+L
FoF
FoF+I
Rand

0.504
0.533
0.512
0.491
0.455

Lastly, we want to know how much the re-ranking method changes the original ranked list.
We used Kendall’s Tau distance to measure how different the re-ranked list is compared to the
original list. Table 4.2 shows the average distances for each method for K = 30 lists. On average,
the re-ranked lists had 50% of the recommendations reordered. Further examination found that
this holds true for other values of k as well.
4.7 Discussion
From the results, we see that our re-ranking method improves the recommendation
techniques in terms of distance from the target user and distance from the target user’s network
opinion by approximately 15%. Both network-based techniques (FoF, FoF+I) and content-based
techniques (CS, C+L) improved at around the same rate, which implies that the underlying
recommendation technique does not significantly impact the effectiveness of the re-ranking
method.
Prioritizing opinion diversity in the recommended connection list increased the diversity
of the recommendations but can come at the expense of the criteria of the platform-specific
recommendation system. Further study revealed that the longer the recommendation list given to
our re-ranking method, the greater the improvement in NADT and NADC. However, the longer
the lists, the more likely that the recommendation from further down the original recommendation
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list will be moved higher in the re-ranked list. On average, the re-ranking method reorders around
half of the recommendations on the list. The exact balance between diversity and platform-specific
criteria needs to be carefully managed.
4.7.1 Limitations
The effectiveness of our method relies greatly on the performance of the underlying
recommendation systems that provide the initial list. We were unable to measure the user’s
satisfaction with the diverse recommendations. This research was conducted long after the
empirical study had ended, so we were unable to get feedback on the quality of the
recommendations. There is reason to believe that the quality would not be significantly altered,
since our approach re-ranks the recommendations that are assumed to be already high quality.
Another limitation of the method relates to the composition of the opinion vectors. In this
study, we constructed the opinion vectors from 16 positions related to four issues we deemed
important. However, this may not be enough information to accurately reflect a user’s opinion.
Our method does not give any guidance on which issues or topics to include in quantifying the
user’s opinion and instead leaves that up to the researcher.
4.8 Conclusion
Ideological polarization and echo chambers pose a sizable threat to crowd wisdom quality
and usefulness. We argue that by increasing the opinion diversity of a user’s social network, they
will likely engage with a much wider range of ideas than content recommender systems alone can
provide. In this paper, we developed an innovative method for prioritizing diversity in social
connection recommendations that improves diversity in terms of opinion distance from the target
user and the target user’s network. The method is separated into two steps, an opinion vectorization
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step and a re-ranking step. The opinion quantification step in our method used artificial intelligence
and data mining to mine the user’s opinion. The second step re-ranks connections to prioritize
opinion distance, which increases diversity and is computationally inexpensive. We tested our
method on several recommendation techniques on a large empirical dataset and found it improved
network diversity by around 15%. This technique is designed to be easy to integrate into existing
recommendation workflows. Adoption of this technique will ideally diversify users’ social
networks and expose them to diverse and thought-provoking ideas.
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Chapter 5: Agreement Prediction of Arguments in Cyber Argumentation for Detecting
Stance Polarity and Intensity
5.1 Abstract
In online debates, users express different levels of agreement/disagreement with one
another's arguments and ideas. Often levels of agreement/disagreement are implicit in the text, and
must be predicted to analyze collective opinions. Existing stance detection methods predict the
polarity of a post's stance toward a topic or post, but don't consider the stance's degree of intensity.
We introduce a new research problem, stance polarity and intensity prediction in response
relationships between posts. This problem is challenging because differences in stance intensity
are often subtle and require nuanced language understanding. Cyber argumentation research has
shown that incorporating both stance polarity and intensity data in online debates leads to better
discussion analysis. We explore five different learning models: Ridge-M regression, Ridge-S
regression, SVR-RF-R, pkudblab-PIP, and T-PAN-PIP for predicting stance polarity and intensity
in argumentation. These models are evaluated using a new dataset for stance polarity and intensity
prediction collected using a cyber argumentation platform. The SVR-RF-R model performs best
for prediction of stance polarity with an accuracy of 70.43% and intensity with RMSE of 0.596.
This work is the first to train models for predicting a post's stance polarity and intensity in one
combined value in cyber argumentation with reasonably good accuracy.
5.2 Introduction
This In the digital age, many major online and social media and networking sites, such as
Facebook, Twitter, and Wikipedia, have taken over as the new public forum for people to discuss
and debate issues of national and international importance. With more participants in these debates
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than ever before, the volume of unstructured discourse data continues to increase, and the need for
automatic processing of this data becomes more prevalent. One important task in processing online
debates is to automatically determine the different argumentative relationships between online
posts in a discussion. These relationships typically consist of a stance polarity (i.e. whether a post
is supporting, opposing, or is neutral toward another post) and the degree of intensity of the stance.
Automatically determining these types of relationships from a given text is a goal in both
stance detection and argumentation mining research. Stance detection models seek to
automatically determine a texts stance polarity (Favoring, Opposing, or Neutral) toward another
text or topic based on its textual information [23]. Likewise, argumentation mining seeks to
determine the stance relationship (Supporting, Attacking, or Neutral) between argumentation
components in a text [33]. However, in both cases, attention is only payed to the stance polarity
and very little attention has been payed to the intensity of the relationship. Some studies have tried
to incorporate intensity into their predictions by expanding the number of classes to predict
(Strongly For, For, Other, Against, and Strongly Against), however, this expansion lowered their
classiﬁcation performance considerably compared classiﬁcation without intensity [29]. Thus,
effective incorporation of stance intensity into stance classiﬁcation remains an issue.
This is unfortunate, because research in Cyber Argumentation has shown that incorporating
both stance polarity and intensity information into online discussions greatly improves the analysis
of discussions and the various phenomena that arise during debate, including opinion polarization
[28], and identifying outlier opinions [2], compared to using stance polarity alone. Thus,
automatically identifying both the post’s stance polarity and intensity, will allow these powerful
analytical models to be used on unstructured debate data from platforms such as Twitter, Facebook,
Wikipedia, comment threads, and online forums.
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To that end, in this paper, we introduce a new research problem, stance polarity and
intensity prediction in a responsive relationship between posts, which aims to predict a text’s
stance polarity and intensity which we combine into a single continuous agreement value. Given
an online post A, which is replying to another online post B, we predict the stance polarity and
intensity value of A towards B using A’s (and sometimes B’s) textual information. The stance
polarity and intensity value is a continuous value, bounded from -1.0 to +1.0, where the value’s
sign (positive, negative, or zero) corresponds to the text’s stance polarity (favoring, opposing, or
neutral) and the value’s magnitude (0 to 1.0) corresponds to the text’s stance intensity.
Stance polarity and intensity prediction encapsulates stance detection within its problem
deﬁnition and is thus a more difﬁcult problem to address. While stance polarity can be identiﬁed
through certain keywords (e.g. agree, disagree), intensity is a much more fuzzy concept. The
difference between strong opposition and weak opposition is often expressed through subtle word
choices and conversational behaviors. Thus, in order to accurately predict agreement intensity, a
learned model must understand the nuances between word choices in the context of the discussion.
We explore ﬁve machine learning models for agreement prediction, adapted from the top
performing models for stance detection: RidgeM regression, Ridge-S regression, SVR-RF-R,
pkudblab-AP, and T-PAN-AP. These models were adapted from Mohammad et al. (2016) [23],
Sobhani et al. (2016) [31], Mourad et al. (2018) [25], Wei et al. (2016) [38], and Dey et al. (2018)
[7] respectively. We evaluated these models on a new dataset for stance polarity and intensity
prediction, collected over three empirical studies using a cyber argumentation platform, the
Intelligent Cyber Argumentation System (ICAS). This dataset contains over 22,000 online
arguments from over 900 users discussing four important issues. In the dataset, each argument is
manually annotated by their authoring user with an agreement value.
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Results from our empirical analysis show that the SVR-RF-R ensemble model performed
the best for agreement prediction, achieving an RMSE score of 0.596 for stance polarity and
intensity prediction, and an accuracy of 70% for stance detection. Further analysis revealed that
the models trained for stance polarity and intensity prediction often had better accuracy for stance
classiﬁcation (polarity only) compared to their stance polarity detection model counterparts. This
result demonstrates that the added difﬁculty of detecting stance intensity does not come at the
expense of detecting stance polarity. To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst time that learning models
can be trained to predict an online posts stance polarity and intensity simultaneously. The
contributions of our work are the following:
•

We introduce a new research problem called stance polarity and intensity prediction,
which seeks to predict a post’s agreement value that contains both the stance
polarity (value sign) and intensity (value magnitude), toward its parent post.

•

We present a new empirical dataset for stance polarity and intensity prediction. The
dataset, collected over three years of empirical studies, is large compared to similar
datasets for stance detection, containing over 22,000 online arguments annotated
by their original authors, collected using a cyber argumentation platform.

•

We apply ﬁve machine learning models on our dataset for agreement prediction.
Our empirical results reveal that an ensemble model with many hand-crafted
features performed the best, with an RMSE of 0.595, and that models trained for
stance polarity and intensity prediction do not lose signiﬁcant performance for
stance detection.
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5.3 Related Work
5.3.1 Stance Detection
Stance detection research has a wide interest in a variety of different application areas
including opinion mining [13], sentiment analysis [24], rumor veracity [6], and fake news
detection [19]. Prior works have applied stance detection to many types of debate and discussion
settings, including congressional ﬂoor debates [5], online forums [8],[13], persuasive essays [27],
news articles [12],and on social media data like Twitter [23]. Approaches to stance detection
depends on the type of text and relationship the stance is describing. For example, stance detection
on Twitter often determines the author’s stance (for/against/neutral) toward a proposition or target
[23]. In this work we adapt the features sets and models used on the SemEval 2016 stance detection
task Twitter dataset [23]. This dataset has many similarities to our data in terms of post length and
topics addressed. Approaches to Twitter stance detection include SVMs [11, 23, 31], ensemble
classiﬁers [25, 36], convolutional neural networks [14, 37, 38], recurrent neural networks [7, 39],
and deep learning approaches [30, 34]. Due to the size of the dataset, the difference in domain, and
time constraints, we did not test Sun et al. (2018)’s model [30] in this work, because we could not
gather sufﬁcient argument representation features.
5.3.2 Argumentation Mining
Argumentation mining is applied to argumentative text to identify the major argumentative
components and their relationships to one another [33]. While stance detection identiﬁes the
relationship between an author’s stance toward a concept or target, argumentation mining identiﬁes
relationships between arguments, similar to our task in agreement prediction. However, unlike our
task, argumentation mining typically deﬁnes arguments based on argument components, instead
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of treating an entire post as a single argument. In argumentation mining, a single text may contain
many arguments.
The major tasks of argumentation mining include: 1) identify argumentative text from nonargumentative text, 2) classify argumentation components (e.g. Major Claim, Claims, Premise,
etc.) in the text, 3) determine the relationships between the different components, and 4) classify
the relationships as supporting, attacking, or neutral [20]. End-to-end argument mining seeks to
solve all the argumentation mining tasks at once [10, 27], but most research focuses on one or two
tasks at once. The most pertinent task to this work is the fourth task (though often times this task
is combined with task 3). Approaches to this task include using textual entailment suites with
syntactic features [4], or machine learning classiﬁers with different combinations of features
including, structural and lexical features [27], sentiment features [32], and Topic modeling features
[26]. We use many of these types of features in our Ridge-S and SVR-RF-R models.
5.3.3 Cyber Argumentation Systems
Cyber argumentation systems help facilitate and improve understanding of large-scale
online discussions, compared to other platforms used for debate, such as social networking and
media platforms, online forums, and chat rooms [15]. These systems typically employ
argumentation frameworks, like IBIS [17] and Toulmin’s structure of argumentation [35], to
provide structure to discussions, making them easier to analyze. More specialized systems include
features which improve the quality and understanding of discussions. Argumentation learning
systems teach the users effective debating skills using argumentation scaffolding [3]. More
complex systems, like ICAS and the Deliberatorium [15], provide several integrated analytical
models which identify and measure various phenomena occurring in the discussions.
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5.4 Background
5.4.1 ICAS Platform
In ICAS [21], arguments have two components, a textual component and an agreement
value. The textual component is the written argument the user makes. ICAS does not limit the
length of argument text, however, in practice the average argument length is about160 characters,
similar to the length of a tweet. The agreement value is a numerical value which indicates the
extent to which an argument agrees or disagrees with its parent. Unlike other argumentation
systems, this system allows users to express partial agreement or disagreement with other posts.
Users are allowed to select agreement values from a range of -1 to +1 at 0.2 increments that indicate
different partial agreement values. Positive values indicate partial or complete agreement, negative
values indicate partial or complete disagreement, and a value of 0 indicates indifference or
neutrality. These agreement values represent each post’s stance polarity (the sign) and intensity
(the magnitude). These agreement values are distinctly different from other argumentation
weighting schemes where argument weights represent the strength or veracity of an argument (see
[1, 18]). Each agreement value is selected by the author of the argument and is a mandatory step
when posting. Models for Stance Polarity and Intensity Prediction.
5.5 Models for Stance Polarity and Intensity Prediction
This section describes the models we applied to the stance polarity and intensity prediction
problem. We applied ﬁve different models, adapted from top performing stance classiﬁcation
models based on their performance and approach on the SemEval 2016 stance classiﬁcation
Twitter dataset [23].
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5.5.1 Ridge Regressions (Ridge-M and Ridge-S)
Our ﬁrst two models use a linear ridge regression as the underlying model. We created two
ridge regression models using two feature sets.
The ﬁrst ridge model (Ridge-M) used the feature set described in Mohammad et al. (2016)
[23] as their benchmark. They used word 1-3 grams and character 2-5 grams as features. We
ﬁltered out English stop words, tokens that existed in more than 95% of posts, and tokens that
appear in less than 0.01% of posts for word N-grams and fewer than 10% for character N-grams.
There were a total of 838 N-gram features for the Ridge-M model.
The second ridge model (Ridge-S) used the feature set described in Sobhani, Mohammad,
and Kiritchenko’s follow-up paper (2016) [31]. In that paper, they found the sum of trained word
embeddings with 100 dimensions, in addition to the N-gram features outlined by Mohammad et
al. (2016) [23], to be the best performing feature set. We trained a word-embedding (skip-gram
word2vec) model on the dataset. For each post, and summed the embeddings for each token in the
post were summed up and normalized by the total number of tokens of a post to generate the word
embedding features. Ridge-S had 938 total features.
5.5.2 Ensemble of Regressions (SVR-RF-R)
This model (SRV-RF-R) consisted of an average voting ensemble containing three
different regression models: an Epsilon-Support Vector Regression model, a Random Forest
regressor, and a ridge regression model. This model is an adaption of the ensemble model
presented by Mourad et al. (2018) [25] for stance detection. Their model used a large assortment
of features including linguistic features, Topic features, Tweet-speciﬁc features, Labeled based
features, Word-Embedding features, Similarity Features, Context features, and Sentiment Lexicon
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features. They then used the feature selection technique reliefF [16] to select the top 50 features
for usage. Due to the changes in context (Twitter vs Cyber Argumentation), we constructed a
subset of their feature set, which included the following features:
•

Linguistic Features: Word 1-3 grams as binary vectors, count vectors, and tf-idf
weighted vectors. Character 1-6 grams as count vectors. POS tag 1-3 grams
concatenated with their words (ex: word1 pos1 ...) and concatenated to the end of
the post (ex: word1, word2, ..., POS1, POS2, ...).

•

Topic Features: Topic membership of each post after LDA topic modeling (Blei et
al., 2003) is run on the entire post corpus.

•

Word Embedding Features: The 100 dimensional word embedding sums for each
word in a post and the cosine similarity between the summed embedding vectors
for the target post and its parent post.

•

Lexical Features: Sentiment lexicon features outlined in Mourad et al. (2018),
excluding the DAL and NRC Hashtag Lexicons.

We tested using the top 50 features selected using reliefF and reducing the feature size to
50 using Principal Component Analysis (PCA), as well as using the full feature set. We found that
the full feature set (2855 total) performed signiﬁcantly better than the reliefF and PCA feature sets.
We used the full feature set in our ﬁnal model.
5.5.3 pkudblab-PIP
The highest performing CNN model, pkudblab, applied to the SemEval 2016 benchmark
dataset was submitted by Wei et al. (2016) [38]. Their model applied a convolutional neural
network on the word embedding features of a tweet. We modiﬁed this model for agreement
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prediction, the resulting model’s (pkudblab-PIP) architecture is shown in Figure 5-1. We used pretrained embeddings (300-dimension) published by the word2vec team [22]. Given an input of word
embeddings of size d by |s|, where d is the size of the word embedding and |s| is the normalized
post length, the input was fed into a convolution layer. The convolution layer contained ﬁlters with
window size (m) 3, 4, and 5 words long with 100 ﬁlters (n) each. Then the layers were passed to a
max-pooling layer, and ﬁnally passed through a fully-connected sigmoid layer to produce the ﬁnal
output value. We trained the model using a mean squared error loss function and used a 50%
dropout layer after the max-pooling layer.

Figure 5-1 The architecture of pkudblab-PIP for stance polarity and intensity prediction.
5.5.4 T-PAN-PIP
The RNN model (T-PAN-PIP) is adapted from the T-PAN framework by Dey et al. (2018)
[7], which was one of the highest performing neural network models on the SemEval 2016
benchmark dataset. The T-PAN framework uses a two-phase LSTM model with Attention, based
on the architecture proposed by Du et al. (2017) [9]. We adapted this model for regression by
making some modiﬁcations. Our adapted model (T-PAN-PIP) uses only a single phase architecture,
resembling Du et al.’s original design (2017) [9], where the output is the predicted agreement value,
instead of a categorical prediction.
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Figure 5-2 The architecture of T-PAN-PIP for stance polarity and intensity prediction.
Figure 5-2 illustrates the architecture of T-PANPIP. It uses word embedding features (with
embedding size 300) as input to two network branches. The ﬁrst branch feeds the word embeddings
into a bi-directional LSTM (Bi-LSTM) with 256 hidden units, which outputs the hidden states for
each direction (128 hidden units each) at every time step. The other branch appends the average
topic embedding from the topic text (i.e. the text of the post that the input is responding) to the
input embeddings and feeds that input into a fully-connected softmax layer to calculate what Dey
et al. (2018) [7] called the “subjectivity attention signal”. The subjectivity attention signals are a
linear mapping of each input word’s target augmented embedding to a scalar value that represents
the importance of each word in the input relative to the target’s text. These values serve as the
attention weights that are used to scale the hidden state output of the Bi-LSTM. The weighted
attention application layer combines the attention weighs to their corresponding hidden state
output as shown in (1).
|𝑠|−1

1
Q=
∑ 𝑎𝑠 ℎ𝑠
|𝑠|

(1)

𝑠=0

Where as is the attention signal for word s, hs is the hidden layer output of the Bi-LSTM
for word s, |s| is the total number of words, and Q is the resulting attention weighted vector of size
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256, the size of the hidden units output by the Bi-LISTM. The output Q feeds into a fully-connected
sigmoid layer and outputs the predicted agreement value. We train the model using a mean absolute
error loss function.
5.6 Empirical Dataset Description
The dataset was constructed from three separate empirical studies collected in Fall 2017,
Spring 2018, and Spring 2019. In each study, a class of undergraduate students in an entry level
sociology class was offered extra credit to participate in discussions in ICAS. Each student was
asked to discuss four different issues relating to the content they were covering in class. Please
refer to Chapter 2 for more details about the empirical studies.
The combined dataset contains 22,606 total arguments from 904 different users. Of those
arguments, 11,802 are replying to a position and 10,804 are replying to another argument. The
average depth of a reply thread tends to be shallow, with 52% of arguments on the ﬁrst level (reply
to position), 44% on the second level, 3% on the third level, and 1% on the remaining levels
(deepest level was 5).
When a student posted an argument, they were required to annotate their argument with an
agreement value. Overall, argument agreement values skew positive. Figure 5-3 displays a
histogram of the agreement values for the arguments in the dataset.
The annotated labels in this data-set are self-labeled, meaning that the when a user replies
to a post, they provide their own stance polarity and intensity label. The label is a reﬂection of the
author’s intended stance toward a post, where the post’s text is a semantic description of that
intention. While these label values are somewhat subjective, they are an accurate reﬂection of their
author’s agreement, which we need to capture to analyze opinions in the discussion.
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Figure 5-3 A histogram of the different agreement values across all of the issues in the cyber
argumentation.
5.7 Empirical Study Evaluation
5.7.1 Agreement Prediction Problem
In this study we want to evaluate the models’ performance on the stance polarity and
intensity prediction problem. We separated the dataset into training and testing sets using a 75-25
split. For the neural network models (pkudblab-AP and TPAN-AP), we separated out 10% of the
training set as a validation set to detect over-ﬁtting. The split was performed randomly without
consideration of the discussion issue. Each issue was represented proportionally in the training and
testing data sets with a maximum discrepancy of less than 1%.
For evaluation, we want to see how well the regression models are able to predict the
continuous agreement value for a post. We report the root mean-squared error (RMSE) for the
predicted results.
5.7.2 Agreement Prediction Models for Stance Detection
We wanted to investigate whether training models for agreement prediction would degrade
their performance for stance detection. Ideally, these models should learn to identify both stance
intensity without impacting their ability to identify stance polarity.
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To test this, we compared each model to their original stance classiﬁcation models
described in their source papers. Thus, ridge-H is compared with an SVM trained on the same
feature set (SVM-H), ridge-S is compared to a Linear-SVM trained on the same feature set (SVMS), SVR-RF-R is compared to a majority-voting ensemble of a linear SVM, Random Forest, and
Naïve Bayes classiﬁer using the same feature set (SVM-RF-NB), pkudblab-PIP is compared to the
original pkudblab model trained using a softmax cross entropy loss function, and T-PAN-PIP is
compared to the original T-PAN model trained using a softmax cross entropy loss function. We
trained the classiﬁcation models for stance detection by converting the continuous agreement
values into categorical polarity values. When converted into categorical values, all of the positive
agreement values are classiﬁed as Favoring, all negative values are classiﬁed as Opposing, and
zero values are classiﬁed as Neutral. In the dataset, 12,258 arguments are Favoring (54%), 8962
arguments are Opposing (40%) and 1386 arguments are Neutral (6%). To assess the stance
detection performance of the models trained for agreement prediction, we converted the predicted
continuous agreement values output by the models into the categorical values using the same
method.
For evaluation, we report both the accuracy value of the predictions and the macro-average
F1-scores for the Favoring and Opposing classes on the testing set. This scoring scheme allows us
to treat the Neutral category as a class that is not of interest [25].
5.8 Evaluation Results
5.8.1 Agreement Prediction Results
The results for agreement prediction are shown in Table 5.1. A mean prediction baseline
model is shown in the table to demonstrate the difﬁculty associated with the problem. The neural
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network models perform worse than both the ridge regression and ensemble models. Ridge-S
performed slightly better than Ridge-M due to the sum word embedding features. The best
performing model was the SVR-RF-R model with an RMSE of 0.596.
Table 5.1: The results of the regression models for the Agreement prediction
task. The best result is bolded.
Model

RMSE

Baseline (Mean)

0.718

Ridge-M

0.620

Ridge-S

0.615

SVR-RF-R

0.596

pkudblab-PIP

0.657

T-PAN-PIP

0.623

5.8.2 Agreement Prediction Models for Stance Detection Results
We compare the models trained on the agreement prediction task to their classiﬁcation
model counterparts in terms of performance on the stance detection task. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show
the comparison between the models in terms of accuracy and (macro) F1-score.
SVR-RF-R has the best accuracy and F1-score for stance detection, which outperformed
its classiﬁer counterpart (SVM-RF-NB) by 2.12% in accuracy and +0.016 in F1-score. Three of
the models trained for stance polarity and intensity prediction, SVR-RF-R, Ridge-S, and T-PANPIP, outperformed their classiﬁer counterparts in accuracy by 1-2% and F1-score by +0.009 on
average. Two of the models trained for stance polarity and intensity prediction, Ridge-H and
pkudblab-PIP, slightly under-performed their classiﬁer counterparts in accuracy by -0.38% and
F1-score by -0.011 on average.
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Table 5.2: The classification accuracy of the stance polarity prediction models and the stance
polarity and intensity prediction models for Stance Detection (polarity only) classification.
Stance Polarity Prediction Model

Polarity and Intensity Prediction Model

Model

Accuracy

Model

Accuracy

Diff

Baseline (Most Frequent)

54.36%

Baseline (Mean)

54.36%

0.00%

SVM-H

68.48%

Ridge-M

68.16%

-0.32%

SVM-S

67.63%

Ridge-S

68.84%

+1.21%

SVM-RF-NB

68.31%

SVR-RF-R

70.43%

+2.12%

pkudblab

67.28%

pkudblab-PIP

66.89%

-0.39%

T-PAN

65.55%

T-PAN-PIP

66.64%

+1.09%

Table 5.3: The classification F1-score of the stance polarity prediction models and the stance
polarity and intensity prediction models for Stance Detection (polarity only) classification.
Stance Polarity Prediction Model

Polarity and Intensity Prediction Model

Model

F1-score

Model

F1-score

Diff

Baseline (Most Frequent)

0.352

Baseline (Mean)

0.352

0.000

SVM-H

0.701

Ridge-M

0.695

-0.006

SVM-S

0.697

Ridge-S

0.703

+0.006

SVM-RF-NB

0.705

SVR-RF-R

0.721

+0.016

pkudblab

0.688

pkudblab-PIP

0.672

-0.016

T-PAN

0.673

T-PAN-PIP

0.678

+0.005

5.9 Discussion
The models behaved very similarly on the agreement prediction problem, with the
difference between the best performing model and the worst performing model being only 0.061.
Overall, the best model received an RMSE of 0.596 which is reasonably good but can be improved.
T-PAN-PIP had the worst performance, which is surprising, as it was the only model to
include the parent post’s information into its prediction, which should have helped improve its
performance. It is possible that its architecture is unsuitable for agreement prediction; other
architectures have been deployed that include a post’s parent and ancestors into a stance prediction,
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which might be more suitable for agreement prediction. More investigation should be paid to better
incorporating a post’s parent information.
The difference in performance between the agreement prediction models and the
classiﬁcation models on the stance detection task was small and sometimes better. This
demonstrates that the models learning to identify stance intensity do so without signiﬁcant loss of
performance in identifying stance polarity.
Larger gains in performance will likely require information about the post’s author. Some
post authors will state strong levels of agreement in their statements, but annotate their argument
with weaker agreement levels. For example, one author wrote:
“Agree completely. Government should stay out of healthcare.”
Then annotated that argument with an agreement value of +0.6. The authors were instructed on
how to annotate their posts, but the annotations themselves were left to the post’s author’s
discretion. Thus, including author information into our models, would likely improve the stance
polarity and intensity prediction results.
5.10 Conclusion
We introduce a new research problem called stance polarity and intensity prediction in a
responsive relationship between posts, which predicts both an online post’s stance polarity and
intensity value toward another post. This problem encapsulates stance detection and adds the
additional difﬁculty of detecting subtle differences in intensity found in text. We introduced a new
large empirical dataset for agreement prediction, collected using a cyber argumentation platform.
We implemented ﬁve models, adapted from top performing stance detection models, for evaluation
on the new dataset for agreement prediction. Our empirical results demonstrate that the ensemble
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model SVR-RF-R performed the best for agreement prediction and models trained for agreement
prediction learn to differentiate between intensity values without degrading their performance for
determining stance polarity. Research into this new problem of agreement prediction will allow
for a more nuanced annotation and analysis of online debate.
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Chapter 6: Predicting Stance Polarity and Intensity in Cyber Argumentation with Deep Bidirectional Transformers
6.1 Abstract
In online deliberation, participants argue in support or opposition to one another’s
arguments and ideas to advocate their position. Often their stance expressed in their posts are
implicit and must be derived from the post’s text. Existing stance detection models predict the
polarity of the user’s stance from the text, but do not consider the stance’s intensity. We introduce
a new research problem, stance polarity and intensity prediction in response relationships between
posts. This problem seeks to predict both the stance polarity and intensity of a replying post toward
its parent post in online deliberation. Using our cyber argumentation platform, we have collected
an empirical dataset with explicitly labeled stance polarity and intensity relationships. In this work,
we create six models: five are adapted from top performing stance detection models and another
novel model that fine-tunes the deep bi-directional transformer model BERT. We train and test
these six models on our empirical dataset to compare their performance for stance polarity and
intensity prediction and stance detection. Our results demonstrate that our method of encoding the
stance polarity and intensity labels allows the models to predict stance polarity and intensity
without compromising their accuracy for stance detection, making these models more versatile.
Our results reveal that a novel split architecture for fine-tuning the BERT model outperforms the
other models for stance polarity and intensity prediction by 5% accuracy. This work is the first to
train models for predicting both the stance polarity and intensity in one combined task while
maintaining good accuracy.
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6.2 Introduction
Online platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter, and Wikipedia, have become the primary
virtual public forums for people around the world to come together to discuss and debate issues of
local, national, and international importance. With such massive participation, these online
discussions contain a wealth of valuable information about public opinion on various topics.
However, due to the limited structure of the discourse data produced in these platforms, analyzing
the discussion information is an increasingly difficult task.
One crucial task in analyzing online discussions and debates is determining the different
argumentative stance relationships between online posts in a discussion. Typically, in online
debates, when a user replies to another user’s post, they either argue for (supporting) or against
(attacking) the entirety or some part of the original post. Thus, in terms of stance, the argumentative
relationships between two posts include both the stance polarity (attacking/supporting/neutral) and
intensity (degree of support/attack) from the child post (the replying post) toward the parent post.
Automatically identifying the stance relationships between posts has many potential
research applications and is a goal in the fields of stance detection [1], [2] and argumentation
mining research [3]. Stance detection research seeks to develop predictive models to classify the
polarity (Supporting, Attacking, or Neutral) of a text’s stance toward another text, topic, entity, or
theme [1]. Stance detection has many application areas, including fake news detection [4] and
rumor veracity detection [5]. Similarly, argumentation mining seeks to identify and classify the
relationships between arguments and their components from a given text, including the stance
polarity between arguments [3]. However, in both research areas, attention is paid primarily to the
polarity of the stance relationships, while the intensity is often ignored.
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Some stance detection research has tried to incorporate both stance polarity and intensity
into a single predictive model by expanding the classification categories to include intensity
information (e.g., Strongly For, For, Other, Against, Strongly Against) [6]; however, these
expanded categories resulted in significantly lower model performance compared to classifying
polarity alone. Thus, effective incorporation of stance intensity into stance prediction remains an
issue. Including the stance intensity into stance polarity prediction has two main benefits. The first
benefit is that including the intensity in stance prediction allows for the consideration of partial
agreement. Often in discussions, users will express partial approval or disapproval of other’s ideas
and arguments, instead of simply fully supporting or opposing them. This partial agreement may
not be captured by standard stance detection models, because they can only distinguish the polarity
of the stance. This inability to capture partial agreement can make it difficult to accurately capture
the rationale behind users’ opinions on complex issues. Even in highly polarized discussions, such
as the abortion debate in the U.S., users from opposite sides often still agree on underlying values
and concepts related to the topic. By capturing the partial agreement of users in a discussion,
researchers can gather a more nuanced and comprehensive analysis of the users’ opinions on
important, complex issues. Secondly, research in cyber argumentation has demonstrated that
incorporating both stance polarity and intensity information into analytical models provides a more
nuanced analysis of various deliberation phenomena, such as capturing users’ rationale [7],
collective opinion analysis [8], argument credibility [9], identify factions in discussions [10],
argumentation polarization analysis [11], and opinion outlier detection [12], compared to using
stance polarity only. Thus, by developing a model to predict both the stance polarity and intensity
relationship between online posts in online deliberation, these powerful cyber argumentation
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models can be applied to the online discussions from non-cyber argumentation platforms, such as
Twitter, Facebook, and Reddit.
In this work, we address the issue of stance polarity and intensity prediction in a responsive
relationship between posts. To enable a model to predict both the stance polarity and intensity of
the stance relationship while still maintaining good accuracy, we encode the stance relationship as
a single continuous value. This value represents the partial agreement between the posts, which
we call the agreement value. Agreement values are bounded between -1.0 and +1.0, where the
stance polarity is encoded in the argument value’s sign (positive is supporting, negative is attacking,
zero is neutral), and the stance intensity is encoded as the value’s magnitude (0 to 1.0). This
formulation allows for a model to predict the stance polarity and intensity without creating many
separate categories.
By its nature, stance polarity and intensity is a difficult problem because it includes both
stance detection and stance intensity recognition. In addition to the stance polarity information,
models trained for this task must also associate stance intensity information to various words
during training. This added burden placed on the models suggests that current state of-the-art
stance detection models may not be most suitable for stance polarity and intensity detection if they
are not able to capture the stance intensity information effectively. In this work, we explore six
different stance polarity and intensity prediction machine learning models.
Five of the models, presented in Section 5.5, are adapted from the top-performing models
for stance detection: Ridge M Regression, Ridge-S Regression, SVR-RF-R, pkudblab-PIP, and TPAN-PIP, adapted from Mohammad et al. (2016) [1], Sobhani et al. (2016) [13], Mourad et al.
(2018) [14], Wei et al. (2016) [15] and Dey et al. (2018) [16] respectively. The sixth model we
explore is a new model that applies the pretrained deep bi-directional Transformers model BERT
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[17] for stance polarity and intensity prediction. BERT is a pre-trained language model, whose
purpose is to calculate representation of text that includes both word semantics and local context
information. The BERT model has been used to generate language representations that have been
applied effectively to many downstream natural language tasks. We test several different
configurations for fine-tuning the pre-trained BERT model for stance polarity and intensity
prediction, including using different fine-tuning architectures, using different sizes of the BERT
model, and freezing or unfreezing the BERT weights during fine-tuning.
We train each of the six models on an empirical dataset of over 22,000 online arguments
from over 900 users collected using a cyber argumentation platform, the Intelligent Cyber
Argumentation System (ICAS). In this platform, when a poster creates a new argument in reply to
another post, they must explicitly annotate their argument with an agreement value. Thus, every
argument in the discussions in ICAS have an annotated agreement value associated with it. We
train and evaluate the models on this empirical data.
The results of this research demonstrate that the five adapted stance detection models
perform similarly in terms of accuracy when predicting stance polarity and intensity as they do
when predicting only stance polarity. These results suggest that our method of encoding stance
polarity and intensity as agreement values can be effectively used to incorporate stance intensity
into the predictions, without penalizing the accuracy of the model, and, in the case of some models,
can improve the accuracy of the stance prediction. Our results of comparing several different
architectures and configurations for the BERT model show that using a novel Split architecture,
where both the child argument and parent argument are fed into BERT separately, achieved much
higher accuracy than using a standard Combined architecture, where the arguments are fed into
the BERT model together. Lastly, a comparison of the six different models shows that the fine112

tuned BERT model using a Split architecture had the best performance for stance polarity and
intensity prediction with a root mean squared error (RMSE) of 0.528. To our knowledge, this
research is the first time that learning models have been trained to predict an online post’s stance
polarity and intensity simultaneously in cyber argumentation.
The contributions of our work are as follows:
•

We introduce the research problem of stance polarity and intensity prediction. We offer
and evaluate a method of encoding the stance polarity and intensity relationship as an
agreement value. Our empirical results using this encoding method demonstrate that
models trained for stance polarity and intensity maintain their accuracy for stance
polarity detection, which is an improvement over prior methods of incorporating stance
intensity.

•

We investigate and develop a stance polarity and intensity prediction model that finetunes the pre-trained deep bidirectional transformer model BERT. We investigate
several different fine-tuning architectures and configurations for BERT. Our results
show that separately encoding each post using the Split architecture significantly
increased the accuracy of the predictions compared to encoding both posts together.
This architecture is novel and distinctly different from prior works using BERT for
stance detection and other natural language understanding tasks.

•

We compare the performances of the fine-tuned BERT model and the five adapted
models on the stance polarity and intensity prediction task. Our empirical results show
that the fine-tuned BERT model using the Split architecture outperformed the other
models in terms of RMSE and regression accuracy.
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6.3 Background
6.3.1 BERT
One effective approach for many NLP tasks is to develop pre-trained language models to
learn representations of words in specific contexts. These pre-trained models can then be finetuned by adding a thin network or layer on the output of the generic language model to solve
specific NLP tasks [19], [17]. One advantage of this method is that using a pre-trained language
model reduces the number of training iterations necessary for fine tuning [17] because the language
representations have already been learned during pre-training. Prior transfer learning approaches
to dealing with text data focused mainly on using pre-trained word embeddings. However, these
embeddings are static and do not consider the local context in which the words are appearing.
More modern language models, such as OpenAI GPT [19] and BERT [17], address this issue by
incorporating the local context into the initial word embeddings, using a variety of different
techniques. The embeddings produced from these models have much more accurate word meaning
and association information encoded within them, making them very useful for downstream tasks.
This approach should be advantageous for tasks where acquiring large datasets is difficult, such as
our task of predicting stance polarity and intensity.
Recently, Devlin et al. (2019) [17] published the Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers, or BERT, model. BERT uses a bidirectional Transformer architecture [21].
Evaluations of BERT have demonstrated its effectiveness on a diverse set of natural language
understanding tasks. By utilizing the pre-trained BERT model, a fine-tuned model for stance
polarity and intensity prediction will contain the learned knowledge from the pre-trained model as
well as learn the new associations relevant to the stance polarity and intensity task.
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Prior work incorporating BERT into stance detection, and its related applications of Fake
news detection and rumor veracity research, have shown that this strategy is effective [22], [20],
[18], [25]. However, none of these works have addressed the issue of predicting both stance
polarity and intensity simultaneously.
6.4 Fine-Tuning BERT Model
For implementing the Fine-Tuning of BERT, we used the Transformers library by Hugging
Face for implementation [23]. We experimented with multiple different designs. First, we
examined two architectures of the model in terms of inputs and outputs from the BERT model,
shown in Figures 6-1 and 6-2.
Figure 6-1 has the architecture we label Combined. This architecture encodes both the input
post and the parent post into a single output from the BERT model, which is then fed through the
thin network layer. This setup allows the words from the parent and child posts to be embedded
with respect to one another. This architecture matches the architecture for Sentence Pair
Classification from the original BERT paper (see Figure 4a in [17]), and prior works using BERT
for stance detection applications [22], [20], [18].
Figure 6-2 has the architecture which we label Split. This architecture encodes the input
post and the parent post separately, through the same BERT model, producing one output for each
post and then feeding the concatenated output into the thin network layer. This architecture does
not encode a post relative toward one another and instead does so independently. The output of
the Split model feeds each post into the thin layer, which is a shallow dense network on top of the
output of the BERT model that learns to determine the relationship between the posts. This
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approach contrasts the Combined model, where the thin layer learns the relationship based on one
combined embedding.

Figure 6-1 The architecture for the Combined BERT model.

Figure 6-2 The architecture for the Split BERT model
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Since both the input and parent posts are passed through the same BERT model, this does not
significantly increase the number of trainable parameters in the model. To our knowledge, this
architecture has not been explored in stance detection or stance detection adjacent research.
In addition to the model architecture conﬁguration, other aspects were also examined
including:
•

Freezing/Unfreezing the BERT weights during training: Freezing the BERT
weights meant that they were not further trained during the fine-tuning learning
while unfreezing them did alter their values during training.

•

BERT Model Size: The Transformers library used to implement the pre-trained
BERT model had two instances: the BERT base model (12 layers, 768 Hidden state
size, 12-head transformers, and 110M parameters) which we label small, and a large
BERT model (24-layer, 1024 hidden state size, 16-head transformers, and 340M
parameters).

The thin network layer is a linear layer followed by a Tanh layer. We experiment with
several different thin network configurations (e.g., linear + tanh + linear, linear + tanh + linear +
tanh, and linear + sigmoid), however using different thin network layers did not produce
meaningfully different results. The output from the BERT model depended on the BERT pretrained model size (768 for Small and 1024 for Large) and whether the architecture was Combined
(1x BERT output) or Split (2x BERT output), and the output size of the thin network layer was
one.
Each model was trained using the ADAM optimizer [24]. The input text was limited to 512
words. All the frozen models (BERT parameters not trained) used training batch size 64, and
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learning rate 0.001, while unfrozen model (BERT parameters trained) used batch size two and
learning rate 2 ∗ 10−5. All models were trained using the MSE loss function.
6.5 Experimental Setup
6.5.1 Experiments
Our experiments had two primary objectives:
1. Determine which architectures and procedures yielded the best results for fine-tuning
the BERT model for stance polarity and intensity prediction.
2. Compare our fine-tuned BERT model with the adapted stance detection models for the
stance polarity and intensity prediction task.
For comparing with previously investigated stance polarity and intensity models, we
compared the ﬁne-tuned BERT model to 6 models investigated previously in Chapter 5. These
models were adaptations of top performing models on the SemEval 2016 stance classiﬁcation
Twitter dataset [10].
All models were trained using the same dataset as described in Section 5.6. For training
and testing the dataset was divided using a 75-25 split. For the neural network-based models (Fine
Tuned BERT, pkudblab-PIP, and T-PAN-PIP) 10% of the training set was separated out as a
validation set. The datasets were split randomly without consideration of the discussion issue. Each
issue was represented proportionally in both training and testing datasets with a maximum
discrepancy of less than one percent.
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6.5.1.1 Comparing BERT Fine-Tuning Architectures
The second task compares various fine-tuning architectures and configurations for stance
polarity and intensity prediction. In total, we tested six different configurations using the two types
of architectures (Combined or Split), BERT model sizes (Small or Large), and either freezing or
unfreezing the BERT weights during training (frozen or unfrozen). Each configuration was trained
using the same training, testing, and validation datasets. The training was done using early stopping
if the validation loss did not improve for five consecutive epochs, with a maximum of 20 training
epochs. The models were trained on an NVIDIA Quadro P4000 video card using Python with the
huggingface Transformer libraries [23]. The details for each of the trained models are in Table 6.1.
Due to the memory limits of the graphics card, we were not able to test the configuration with a
large BERT model that had unfrozen weights during training.
Table 6.1: The configurations tested for fine-tuning BERT.
Architecture

BERT
Size

Frozen
Weights

Learning
Rate

Total Training
Epochs

Best Validation
Epoch

Combined

Small

Yes

0.001

20

15

Combined

Small

No

2.0 * 10-5

7

2

Combined

Large

Yes

0.001

20

18

Split

Small

Yes

0.001

20

17

Split

Small

No

2.0 * 10-5

7

2

Split

Large

Yes

0.001

12

6

6.5.1.2 Comparing Model Performance for Stance Polarity and Intensity Prediction
To evaluate the performance of the models for stance polarity and intensity prediction, we
report both RMSE of the testing dataset and a weighted percentage we call Regression Accuracy
(Reg Acc), which takes the testing RMSE as a percentage of the maximum RMSE possible. The
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maximum possible RMSE is calculated by measuring the worst possible prediction on the testing
data labels.
To calculate the worst possible predictions, we created a prediction model that takes in a
label and outputs the prediction with the most distance from that labels, while still being within
range of an agreement value (-1.0, +1.0). If the label is less than one, the model will predict one,
and if the label is greater than or equal to zero, it will predict a negative one. This model ensures
the worst possible outcome. For our testing dataset, the maximum RMSE was 1.6833. The
regression accuracy is then calculated, as shown in (1).

Regression Accuracy = 1 -

𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸

(1)

This representation displays the error as an accuracy value, such that a 0.0 regression
accuracy would indicate the worst possible RMSE value, and a value of 1.0 would indicate perfect
accuracy.
6.6 Results
6.6.1 Fine-Tuning BERT Results
The results for the various architectures and configurations for fine-tuning the BERT model
are shown in Table 6.2. In every configuration, the Split architecture outperformed the combined
architecture by around 5.6% in regression accuracy and 0.1 RMSE. The smaller pre-trained BERT
model tended to perform slightly better compared with the larger model by around 0.66% for both
Combined and Split architectures. Unfreezing the BERT model weights while training also
increased performance by 2.66% on the Split model and 1.54% on the Combined architecture. The
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best performing configuration used the Split architecture, the small pre-trained BERT model, and
unfrozen parameters during training, and had a regression accuracy of 68.58% and RMSE of 0.528.

Table 6.2: The performance for each architecture and configuration for the Fine-Tuned BERT
model for stance polarity and intensity prediction.
Architecture

BERT Size

BERT Parameters

Testing RMSE

Regression Accuracy

Combined

Small

Frozen

0.6576

60.94%

Combined

Small

Unfrozen

0.6316

62.48%

Combined

Large

Frozen

0.6772

59.77%

Split

Small

Frozen

0.5737

65.92%

Split

Small

Unfrozen

0.5288

68.58%

Split

Large

Frozen

0.5761

65.77%

6.6.2 Stance Polarity and Intensity Results
The results for comparing both the fine-tuned BERT model and the adapted models for
stance polarity and intensity prediction on the testing dataset are shown in Table 6.3. The best Split
BERT model (Split/Small/Unfrozen) significantly outperformed the best adapted model, SVR-RFR, by slightly less than four points of regression accuracy and 0.068 RMSE.
Table 6.3: The results for the different stance polarity and intensity prediction models on the
testing set.
Model

Model Type

RMSE

Reg Acc

Baseline

Mean value prediction

0.718

57.35%

pkudblab-PIP

Convolutional Neutral Network

0.657

60.97%

Best Combined BERT

Combined/Small/Unfrozen BERT Fine-Tune

0.632

62.48%

T-PAN-PIP

RNN + Attention

0.623

62.99%

Ridge-M

Ridge Regression

0.620

63.17%

Ridge-S

Ridge Regression

0.615

63.47%

SVR-RF-R

Ensemble

0.596

64.60%

Best Split BERT

Split/Small/Unfrozen BERT Fine-Tune

0.528

68.58%
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The best Combined BERT model (Combined/Small/Unfrozen) performed in the middle of
the pack of the adapted models. The adapted models performed similarly relative to one another
on the stance polarity and intensity prediction task as they did on the stance detection task, with
SVR-RF-R being the best model out of the adapted models.
A breakdown of the testing set results from the Best Split BERT model reveals that the
instances with stance intensity are the extremes (near -1 or +1) were a larger source for error than
the instances with lower intensities. Figure 6-3 shows the testing set results for the Best Split BERT
model broken down by the ground-truth label. Intensities between the range −0.4 and +0.4 had an
RMSE of 0.4 or below while the instances at the extremes (less than -0.6 and greater than 0.6) had
RMSE values of 0.49 or above.

Figure 6-3 Breakdown of the testing set prediction RMSE of the Best Split BERT model by
stance polarity and intensity label.
The input argument length and the topic issue of the instances had very little impact on the
performance of the Best Split BERT model. The word count of the input argument had almost no
relationship with prediction RMSE, with a correlation value of 0.0004. Likewise, the issue the
argument originates from has very little impact on the error. Table 6.4 shows a breakdown of the
Best Split BERT model’s RMSE for testing data by the instance issue. The difference in RMSE
between the best performing issue, Same Sex Adoption, and the worst performing issue, Guns on
Campus, was only 0.0394.
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Table 6.4: Breakdown of the testing set prediction RMSE of the best Split BERT model by
issue.
Issue

RMSE

Same Sex Adoption

0.5101

Religion and
Medicine

0.5204

Healthcare

0.5337

Guns on Campus

0.5495

Table 6.5: The classification accuracy and F1-scores of the stance polarity prediction models
and the stance poalarity and tensity prediciton modes for stance dection (polarity only)
classification.
Model

Accuracy

F1-score

Baseline (Mean)

54.36%

0.352

Ridge-M

68.16%

0.695

Ridge-S

68.84%

0.703

SVR-RF-R

70.43%

0.721

pkudblab-PIP

66.89%

0.672

T-PAN-PIP

66.64%

0.678

Best Split BERT

76.02%

0.780

The best Split BERT model also outperformed all the adapted models in the stance
detection task (i.e. predicting the stance polarity only) as well, as shown Table 6.5, with an
accuracy of 76.02% and F1-score of 0.780. This result is a 5.59% increase in accuracy over the
best performing adapted model SVR-RF-R. Figure 6-4 shows a confusion matrix for the polarity
predicted by the Best Split BERT model for the Favor (value greater than zero)and Oppose (value
less than zero) categories. The neutral value (zero) was underrepresented in the testing set and
omitted from the confusion matrix.
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Figure 6-4 A confusion matrix for the Stance polarities of the testing dataset predicted by the
Best Split BERT model.
These results suggest that the Best Split BERT model produces predictions that are
consistent across the four different issues and across inputs of varying word counts and is very
good at determining the polarity of the stance relationships with 76.02% accuracy. However, the
model struggles to identify strong stance intensity in the relationships, with more error occurring
when the actual stance intensity is closer to one.
6.7 Discussion
The experiments compared the overall performances of the fine-tuning BERT models with
the adapted models reveals that the strategy of using pre-trained language models is beneficial for
stance polarity and intensity prediction, but only when the Split BERT architecture was used. The
Combined BERT architecture performed about the same as the other neural network models, TPAN-PIP and pkudblabPIP, which were models that were trained from scratch and did not use a
pre-trained model. Thus, a straightforward approach to incorporating the BERT model, such as the
Combined architecture, does not provide any improvement in performance compared to the other
models, while the Split architecture outperforms them in all the configurations. Overall, the
adapted models’ performance for stance polarity and intensity matched their relative performances
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on stance detection, with SVR-RFR having the best performance, being only outperformed by the
Split BERT model.
The Split architecture does have a larger output space since it has two outputs (one from
each post), which could be causing the improved performance. However, we tested having
multiple outputs with the Combined architecture (such as one output on the head [CLS] token and
one on the middle [SEP] token that separates the parent and child posts). The results were still
significantly worse than the Split architecture. Our results support the idea that encoding each post
separately is more effective for a task that is identifying contrast between posts.
More broadly, this result suggests that when fine-tuning language models, finding the
proper architecture for incorporating the pre-trained model is crucial for leveraging the benefits of
transfer learning. The prior works using BERT did not explore various architectural setups, so it
is not clear if the split architecture is advantageous for all stance detection applications or only our
specific task of stance polarity and intensity prediction. However, in this case, it made a significant
difference.
6.8 Conclusion
We continue exploring our new research problem, stance polarity and intensity prediction
in response relationships between posts in online deliberation. This task encapsulates stance
detection and includes the additional task of determining the intensity of the stance relationship.
In this work, we developed a novel model that finetunes the pre-trained BERT language model for
stance polarity and intensity prediction. We experimented using different architectures and
configurations for fine-tuning the BERT model, including a novel Split architecture which encodes
the parent and child posts separately through the BERT model and combines them in the output
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layers. We trained and tested the models on an empirical dataset collected using a cyber
argumentation platform. Our results demonstrate that the fine-tuned BERT model using the novel
Split architecture was the best performing model on the dataset. To our knowledge, this finetuning
architecture is new and has not been utilized in the stance detection literature prior. This Split
architecture may prove useful in many other related tasks in stance detection and argumentation
mining.
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Appendix B: Full Polarization Model Results
The full list of the polarization values for each of the positions in the dataset for each of the
polarization models presented in Chapter 3 is shown in Table A.1. The labels for the positions
are assigned as such: the first letter reflects the issue the position is under (G = Guns on Campus,
H = Healthcare, S = Same Sex Adoption, R = Religion and Medicine), and the number represents
the ideological tilt of the position (1 = Strong Conservative, 2 = Moderately Conservative, 3 =
Moderately Liberal, 4 = Strong Liberal). The histograms of each of the user overall agreement
distributions for each of the positions in the dataset are shown in Figure A-1.
Table A.1: The polarization value for all of the positions for each polarization model.
Position

MAP

FM

MBLB

G1
G2
G3
G4
H1
H2
H3
H4
R1
R2
R3
R4
S1
S2
S3
S4

0
0.0032
0.0027
0.0034
0.0148
0.0239
0.0210
0.0001
0.0264
0.0297
0.0002
0.0048
0
0.0029
0.0059
0

0.2649
0.1998
0.2350
0.2328
0.1808
0.1819
0.1629
0.2259
0.1781
0.1652
0.2183
0.1741
0.2437
0.2102
0.2133
0.2914

0.4289
0.3616
0.4135
0.2059
0.3493
0.2558
0.2567
0.4601
0.3001
0.1994
0.4662
0.1496
0.2269
0.2674
0.4633
0.2032
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(a) Agreement Distribution
for G1

(d) Agreement Distribution
for G4

(b) Agreement Distribution
for G2

(c) Agreement Distribution
for G3

(e) Agreement Distribution
for H1

(f) Agreement Distribution
for H2

(g) Agreement Distribution
for H3

(h) Agreement Distribution
for H4

(i) Agreement Distribution
for R1

(j) Agreement Distribution
for R4

(k) Agreement Distribution
for S1

(l) Agreement Distribution
for S2
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(m) Agreement Distribution
for S3
Figure A.1 Histogram of users by their overall average agreement for each remaining position in
the spring 2018 dataset.
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